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ABSTRACT
It is known that mechanics plays a central role in many biological events. Tissue can
remodel and turnover to adapt to new mechanical environment, such as hypertension and
exercising. During the remodeling, hydrolysis of collagen is a key step. It is found that
extension will change the cleavage rate of both collagen monomers and fibrils. The speci-
ficity of the collagen cleavage site is explained as the unique local mechanical environment
of the cleavage site. DNA is another important filament molecule, and its behavior is also
regulated by mechanics. The sequence-dependence of mechanical property has been ob-
served, and is related to the specific interaction between proteins and DNA.
On the pursuit of understanding the role of mechanics in those biological events as
well as connecting atomistic to mesoscale properties of biopolymers, we used molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulation to study collagen and DNA. In collagen study, from the
local bending stiffness calculated around cleavage site, we found it is transitioned from
stiff to flexible across the cleavage site, which agrees with the classic model and can be
seen as the structural feature recognizable by MMPs. We showed that the -chain registry
can determine the local conformation of collagen, and hence the cleavability of collagen.
The resistance of homotrimer form to hydrolysis is interpreted as the stabilization role of
arginines downstream to the cleavage site. Homotrimer form is found mainly in fetal tissue
and carcinomas, and related to osteogenesis imperfecta. This resistance mechanism can
help people to better understand its role in these processes. We further resolved contro-
versial findings in experiments regarding the relationship between extension and collagen
cleavage rate published the same year on the same journal. By mimicking the pulling
conditions in the experiments, we found it is their different ways of pulling that induces
different conformations, and therefore, different relationship of cleavage rate vs extension.
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This indicates the importance of mechanical environment on collagen.
In our DNA investigation, we further developed our triad method to make it being ca-
pable for local isotropic mechanics study. We demonstrated the mechanical property is
mainly determined at the dinucleotide-level sequence. The sequence-dependent flexibility
can be applied to mechanical property prediction of any DNA sequence, as well as DNA
nanostructures construction. We found the overwhelmingly used helicoidal parameters
are not suitable for dynamic study, due to their degeneracy in describing conformational
changes. Based on our data, we built a coarse-grained model that can capture the me-
chanical properties measured in experiments. This model bridges the atomistic dynamics
and mesoscale property of DNA. By using the obtained stiffness and equilibrium data, we
calculated energy of crystal structures of dsDNA-protein complexes without non-standard
bases and paring. The results provided quantitative insight into the DNA-protein interac-
tion dynamics. We further analyzed DNAmethylation, a fundamental epigenetic modifica-
tion that generates profound impact on gene regulation. We showed methylation generally
will cause the immediate neighbor steps to be stiffer, whereas the methylated step itself
less affected in mechanics. This is mainly because the steric interaction between methyl
groups of methylated cytosine with other groups. We also demonstrated the hydration dis-
tribution change upon methylation could play a role in the stiffness variation, as well as
affect the binding affinity to different proteins, since hydration force is key in molecular
interactions. The findings in this study display influence of methylation in high resolution,
and are potentially helpful to elucidate the mechanism of methylation in gene regulation.
Currently we are investigating interaction between kinesin-1 motor head and tubulin. 
Its dimer or tetramer form can walk unidirectionally on microtubules (MTs), in an out-of-
phase manner. The motion can be attributed to different binding affinity when pulled in 
different directions and various nucleotide binding modes. We will simulate those different 
conditions to understand the atomistic mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION: PREVIOUS STUDIES ON TYPE-I COLLAGEN AND B-DNA
AND MOTIVATION
1.1 Type-I collagen
Collagen is the most abundant proteins in vertebrates, and the major component of the
extracellular matrix (ECM). Among the 28 types of collagens identified up-to-date[168,
211], type-I collagen is the most widespread one that can be found in skin, bone, tendon,
blood vessel, etc. Collagen monomer is composed of three 1000 amino-acids long -
chains. They are twisted by staggering one residue to form a triple-helical structure, being
the hallmark of collagen. The monomer of type-I collagen generally contains 2 1-chains
and 1 2-chain, but homotrimer with 3 1-chains are also found. Besides its prominent
mechanical property to provide strength and stability to the tissue [50] and capability of
hierarchical assembly into fibrils and fibers, collagen is able to be digested when tissue
needs to remodel during wound healing or to adapt to changing mechanical environment,
such as hypertension. Its cleavage is almost exclusively accomplished by matrix metallo-
proteinases (MMPs).
This specific yet important cleavage event poses several interesting questions. First of
all, along the long chain of type-I collagen, there are more than 15 G-I/L bonds [222], but
only one of them can be specifically cleaved by MMPs. To explain this specificity, Gregg
Fields did a pioneer work and proposed that cleavage site is proceeded by a compact
triple-helical region and followed by a loose region [46]. This structural feature makes it
recognizable to MMPs. This model is widely accepted. However, the atomistic picture
is missing. On the other hand, intact collagen monomer is too large (diameter of 15 A˚)
for MMPs (active site of 5 A˚in size) to hydrolyze [29]. Therefore collagen has to be
unwound and open before cleavage. We are going to address how this process occurs.
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As we just introduced above, collagen triple helix is formed in a staggering manner, and
type-I collagen is a heterotrimer, so there could be three isomers. People have found
different chain registries can influence its interaction with von Willebrand factors [20] and
osteonectin [68]. It is reasonable to deduce the registry will also affect the cleavability of
type-I collagen.
Homotrimer of type-I collagen is found in fetal tissues, fibrotic tissues, and carcino-
mas [122, 60]. It is also found to be resistant to cleavage [122, 60]. It is thought this
homotrimer is resistant to local unwinding [60], but again, the mechanism at the atomistic
level is unknown. Researchers using biased potential in umbrella sampling simulation to
demonstrate 2-chain to be more easily unwound compared to 1-chain. Therefore, ho-
motrimer without 2-chain is not disrupted. However, since the reaction coordinate they
chose is arbitrary, it is hard to explain the results. It is likely homotrimer’s resistance to
cleavage plays a significant role in those physiological (fetal development) and pathologi-
cal (cancer) processes. Understanding the underlying mechanism is quite important.
Another mystery was brought up by controversial findings in experiments regarding
the relationship between collagen cleavage rate and pulling [1, 24]. One group claimed
extension of collagen monomer would increase the cleavage rate [1], whereas the other
reported totally contrary trend [24]. By using MD simulation, one explained as it was the
difference in the behavior of hetero- vs. homotrimers used in the two experiments [25],
and it has subsequently been shown that the cleavage rate increases in both cases [2]. We
noticed they used slightly different ways of constraints to pull during experiments, which
may result in the conflicting results. This further suggests mechanics as a key role in
collagen cleavage.
In summary, we used MD simulation to investigate several type-I collagen segments
(heterotrimer isomers, homotrimer, and mutants) and control groups, with different pulling
schemes, to analyze their various properties, including mechanics, conformations, dynam-
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ics, etc, to address following questions regarding type-I collagen:
 What is the local mechanics of the transition from compact to loose along cleavage
site?
 Since unwinding is necessary for cleavage, how does it happen?
 What is the role of chain registry in the conformation and dynamics of type-I colla-
gen heterotrimer isomers, and how does it affect cleavage?
 The molecular mechanism of the homotrimer’s resistance to cleavage.
 How does the different boundary conditions influence collagen’s cleavability?
1.2 B-DNA
With the success of our triad method in collagen and other filamentous biomolecules
[162, 95, 210], we extended our scope to DNA, the carrier of genetic information of eu-
karyote. The building blocks of DNA are individual nucleotide composed of one phos-
phate group, one deoxyribose, and one nucleobase. There are only four different nu-
cleotides, and they differs at the nucleobase, which are adenine (A), thymine (T), cyto-
sine (C), and guanine (G). Hereafter, we use the nucleobases to refer the sequence of
DNA. Pairing can form between A and T, C and G, and then two strands can twist into
a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). Several forms of dsDNA have been found physiolog-
ically relevant, and they are A-DNA, B-DNA, and Z-DNA, among which B-DNA is the
most common one. It features a right-handed helical structure, and a major groove and a
minor groove, which can interact with proteins [151, 165].
Sequence-dependent flexibility of DNA is essential for genomic organization, DNA
packaging, and positioning of DNA-binding enzymes [65, 137, 213, 182, 53, 17]. It
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has been extensively analyzed through surveys of available structures [41, 28] and ex-
periments [66, 125, 157]. However, static crystal structure provides little information
in dynamics, and experiments lack the resolution to show the anisotropic motion and
dinucleotide-level mechanics. Therefore, MD simulation becomes an important supple-
mentary method [22, 100, 99, 156, 154]. They studied dynamics by using helicoidal pa-
rameters [37, 41, 119], which depicts DNA at the atomistic level very well and was de-
signed to describe the geometry of dsDNA. However, their validity as an order parameters
set to describe DNA as an elastic rod and hence to obtain a mesoscale model is question-
able. In a study, it is found base pair stacking energy was better described by non-standard
sets of conformational variables [132], further suggesting that helicoidal parameters may
not be ideal for describing energetics. Hence we further developed our triad method to
make it being capable of analyzing local anisotropic bending motion. This decomposition
of bending is purely from local dynamics motion. Consequently, our analysis is optimal
for representing the elasticity of DNA, and the mesoscale model from our analysis would
be more accurate.
One intriguing feature of DNA is that the expression regulation can be accomplished
by decorations [15, 85, 186]. A fundamental one is the cytosine methylation at the C5
position, which is the most prevalent one in vertebrates. Only the one occurs at the CG/CG
step is heritable [200, 186]. It can lead to gene suppression [166, 14, 127], chromosome
inactivation [153, 207], and genomic imprinting [111, 83]. Abnormal hyper-methylation
of the CpG-rich region (the CpG island), is frequently observed in cancer cells [82, 84,
10]. Its heritability highlights the importance of methylation in development and disease
progression.
Although the functionality of methylation is well understood, its mechanism is not
known yet. The newly added methyl group may prevent the binding of transcription fac-
tors [220, 208, 72] or allows binding of other proteins such as methyl-CpG-binding domain
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proteins that blocks transcription [18, 202]. Methylation can alter chromatin structure,
thereby restrict accessibility of transcription factors [105, 139]. However, controversial
results are reported. We think mechanics plays a central role in this process. Flexibil-
ity significantly influences protein binding to DNA [88], and packing of DNA such as in
nucleosome formation [155, 139]. This dependence on local DNA sequence needs to be
established. On the other hand, hydration force is known to be a fatal factor in biomolec-
ular interaction [201, 26, 164]. Therefore, it is also worth of investigation by a method
developed in our group [164].
Here is the key questions and applications we will study in this dissertation:
 Sequence-dependent anisotropic mechanical property of B-DNA.
 Whether our method is superior to traditionally used helicoidal parameters set in
describing DNA as an elastic rod?
 Building a coarse-grained model of DNA from our mechanics analysis, to connect
atomistic properties with mesoscale model.
 How does the methylation change the B-DNA properties, in mechanics and hydra-
tion distribution?
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2. CHAIN REGISTRY AND LOAD-DEPENDENT CONFORMATIONAL
DYNAMICS OF COLLAGEN
2.1 Introduction
Collagens possess distinct properties as the main building blocks of the extracellular
matrix. They assemble hierarchically into near-macroscopic order, making up both soft
and hard tissues [19, 221]. Of 28 known types, fibrillar collagens including type-I, II,
and III, are dominant [168]. To achieve structural diversity and larger-scale compliance
while maintaining precise local order within the extracellular matrix, fibrillar collagens
adopt residue-specific interactions [19] as well as other less specific interactions such as
water-mediated force that also exists in other biopolymers [108, 109, 164]. Such bal-
ance between crystallinity and disorder [221] likely applies to other types of collagens
as well. The ‘order-and-disorder’ features are based on the domain organization within a
single collagen molecule, which consists of the stable imino-rich (Pro or Hyp) domains
for which the representative structural motif is GPO (Gly-Pro-Hyp; O is the single-letter
code for hydroxyproline), and ‘labile’ domains where X and Y in the GXY triplet are not
imino acids [133]. The imino-rich domain is thermally stable due to the constraint on the
backbone dihedral angle imposed by the imino rings, which prefers the polyproline type
II conformation of the  chain in a collagen triple helix [9, 93, 204]. Hydroxyproline in
the Y position of the GXY motif provides further stabilization due to a stereo-electronic
effect that favors the  chain backbone dihedral angles in the triple helical conforma-
tion [191, 192] and also via possible water-mediated hydrogen bond (H-bond) formation
[161, 9, 141, 204]. Labile domains are thought to be more loosely wound and flexible
Reprinted with permission from “Chain registry and load-dependent conformational dynamics of col-
lagen” by Xiaojing Teng and Wonmuk Hwang, 2014. Biomacromolecules, 15, 3019-3029, Copyright [2014]
by American Chemical Society.
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compared to the imino-rich domain [91, 133, 163]. The collagen cleavage site hydrolyzed
by MMP is located in a labile domain, about 3
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along the length of the molecule [46, 205].
Since a well-folded collagen triple helix is highly resistant to protease cleavage [46, 61],
local unfolding of the labile domain is critical for cleavage by MMP [46, 29, 123]. Our
earlier study using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showed that, in the case of an
imino-poor domain of type-III collagen, unwinding initiates at a typical cleavage bond
(Gly-Ile) at temperatures as low as 300 K [163]. Spontaneous unwinding of the labile
domain is likely implicated in the instability of isolated type-I collagen molecules at body
temperature [110], and it may also contribute to recognition and additional disruption of
the triple helix by MMPs [29, 123].
Apart from the general picture for the collagen molecule as a whole, far less is known
regarding the mechanism by which the individual  chains forming a collagen triple he-
lix affect the conformational behavior. This is especially important for type-I collagen, a
heterotrimer comprised of two 1 chains and one 2 chain. Herein, we call the 1 and
2 chains simply as 1 and 2, respectively. Compared to the native heterotrimer, a ho-
motrimer comprised of three 1 is more stable [122], assembles less efficiently [130, 129],
and is more resistant to MMP cleavage [122]. The 1 homotrimer is found in fetal tissues,
fibrotic tissues, and carcinomas [122, 60], and is implicated in osteogenesis imperfecta
[27]. Comparing the primary structure, 1 has a net charge of +11e (e = 1:6  10 19 C)
and 64 large non-polar residues (Ile, Leu, Met, Phe, Tyr, and Val). 2 has +31e and 106
large non-polar residues (for comparison, sequences for the triple helix part in the Uniprot
P02452 for 1 and P08123 for 2 were used). More non-polar residues in 2 would mean
greater hydrophobic attraction, promoting assembly, whereas a higher net charge may keep
the molecule hydrated, thus it may allow axial sliding of collagen molecules in a bundle
that is crucial for proper ordering [109, 164]. On the other hand, 2 has smaller number
of imino acids, which supports its destabilizing role. However, beyond the sequence-level
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information, structural mechanisms for different  chains in modulating the stability and
conformation of a collagen triple helix are unclear. Since the three  chains in a col-
lagen triple helix is staggered by one residue [9], three isomers of type-I collagen are
possible depending on whether 2 is in the leading (the most N-terminal side), middle,
or trailing position. While a modest-resolution (5.16 A˚) x-ray fiber diffraction structure
of rat tail tendon suggests that 2 is in the middle [149], a systematic study of the de-
pendence of the conformational properties on chain registry is lacking. A related issue is
the load-dependent cleavage of collagen by MMP. It is generally accepted that collagen
fibrils under tensile load are more resistant to cleavage [73, 135, 174, 117, 89, 13, 48, 58].
However, single-molecule experiments yielded conflicting results, with cleavage rate ei-
ther decreased [24] or increased by as much as 100-fold [1]. While one suggestion was
the difference in the behavior of hetero- vs. homotrimers used in the two experiments [25],
it has subsequently been shown that the cleavage rate increases in both cases [2]. One of
the difficulties in studying collagen is its long length (300 nm) that is organized into dif-
ferent domains for numerous ligand binding and signaling [205]. Model collagen mimetic
peptides (also called triple helical peptides) have thus been instrumental for analyzing be-
haviors of specific sub-domains or chain registry [92, 178, 175, 112, 79, 47]. They also
have potential for biomedical applications [224, 146].
Here we use MD simulations of various collagen mimetic peptides containing the
MMP cleavage domain of type-I collagen, to systematically analyze its properties. We find
that chain registry plays a critical role for the stability and flexibility of the triple helix. A
heterotrimer with 2 in the leading position behaves similar to the stable 1 homotrimer,
despite the general destabilizing role of 2. The inter-chain H-bond formed by the argi-
nine side chain, together with clustering of non-polar residues, is a major determinant for
the registry dependence, in agreement with experiment [175]. The heterotrimer with 2 in
the middle is mechanically the most labile at and downstream to the MMP cleavage site,
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suggesting that this isomer may be the most prone to cleavage. The imino-rich domain
upstream to the MMP cleavage site is unwound but is stiff, supported by long-lived H-
bonds. The MMP cleavage domain is thus characterized by a rapid transition in stiffness
and stability. In contrast, the backbone H-bond occupancy and lifetime for the stable GPO
peptide is much smaller. The rapidly forming H-bonds allow the GPO peptide to remain
flexible while maintaining the triple helical structure. We also find that the conformational
behavior and mechanical response of the triple helix depend sensitively on how loads are
applied to the ends of the molecule. The loading-condition dependence addresses recent
debates about whether mechanical load increases [1, 2] or decreases [24] the MMP cleav-
age rate of a monomer. Present results elucidate dynamic versus static mechanisms for
stabilizing the collagen triple helix and their relation to mechanics. Furthermore, simple
‘rules of thumb’ such as regarding 2 as generally destabilizing, or the stabilizing role of
arginine, should be exercised with caution.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Peptide generation
We used 30-residue long  chains to build collagen-like peptides. Residues 7–24
have the corresponding sequence from the MMP cleavage domain of human type-I col-
lagen (residues 766–783 [222], with the cleavage site between 775 and 776) (Table 2.1).
Residues 1–6 and 25–30 are GPO triplets that stabilize the ends [91]. For comparison, we
also considered  chains made only of the GPO triplet. The mutant chains 1(R21O) and
2(O21R) had Arg21 of 1 and Hyp21 of 2 switched, to investigate the role of arginine for
the triple helix stability. The five  chains in Table 2.1 were used to build the triple helices
in Table 4.1. Backbones of the triple helical structures were built using the THeBuScr
program [160] and sides chains were added by using CHARMM [21].
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Triad 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Residue 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29
1 GPOGPOGAOGT P GPQG I AGQRGVVGPOG P O
2 GPOGPOGPOGTOGPQGL LGAOG I L GPOG P O
gpo GPOGPOGPOG P OGPOG P OG P OG P OGPOG P O
1(R21O) GPOGPOGAOGT P GPQG I AGQOGVVGPOG P O
2(O21R) GPOGPOGPOGTOGPQGL LGA RG I L GPOG P O
Table 2.1: Sequences of  chains used [222]. Residues forming the MMP cleavage bond are in
boldface. Mutated residues in 1(R21O) and 2(O21R) are in italic. The first row shows triad numbers
that start from residue 6 of the leading chain in a triple helix. Pro12 in 1 is left non-hydroxylated,
based on other studies [149, 206].
Name Leading Middle Trailing
huco1 2 1 1
huco2 1 2 1
huco3 1 1 2
homo 1 1 1
homo2 2 2 2
gpo10 gpo gpo gpo
homom 1(R21O) 1(R21O) 1(R21O)
homo2m 2(O21R) 2(O21R) 2(O21R)
huco1m 2(O21R) 1(R21O) 1(R21O)
Table 2.2: Composition and chain registry of triple helices used in this study.
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2.2.2 Basic simulation procedure
For simulation, we used the CHARMM program [21] with the param27 all-atom force
field [121] and additional parameters for Hyp [3]. Before solvation, a brief energy min-
imization (2000 steps) was carried out in the generalized Born with a simple switching
(GBSW) implicit solvent model of CHARMM [77]. The peptide was solvated in an or-
thorhombic box of about 1355555 A˚3. The box size was chosen so that there is at least
20-A˚ gap between the molecule and the boundary of the box, which is larger than the 12-A˚
non-bond interaction cutoff. Ions were added to neutralize the system, at approximately
150 mM NaCl and 10 mMMgCl2 [60]. The solvated system was energy minimized again
by 1600 steps. Simulation proceeded by heating from 0 K to 300 K for 30 ps followed by
equilibration at 300 K for 170 ps. Production runs were either 8 ns or 24 ns, with most
measurements done during the last 12 ns of the 24-ns runs. Coordinates were saved every
5 ps. The total simulation time was over 2.5 s.
2.2.3 Triad-based description of the triple helix conformation
We used local coordinate bases fe1; e2; e3g (triads) to describe torsional and bending
motion of the molecule along its length [163]. Triads were assigned based on adjacent
backbone carbonyl C atoms from each  chain. We chose C since its radial position from
the axis of the initial straight triple helix varies less compared to C or N atoms, so that the
resulting triads are more uniformly aligned. To eliminate end effects, we only considered
the region spanning residue 6 to 25 on the leading chain. Due to chain staggering, C atoms
of residue 6, 5, and 4 from the leading, middle, and trailing chains, respectively, constitute
triad 1, and so on. The three C atoms for each triad make a triangle, whose centroid is the
origin of the triad and the unit vector normal to the triangle and pointing to the C-terminus
is set as e3. The unit vector pointing from the centroid to the midpoint of the C atoms of
the leading and middle chains is e1, which fixes e2 = e3  e1. Local torsional angle was
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the simulation with harmonic constraints at the ends of a peptide. Dis-
placement of the constrained C atoms relative to the center of the harmonic potential is r. The
tug-of-war sampling analyzes the fluctuation of r (double arrow) to calculate the force exerted on
the constrained atom at the center of the harmonic potential.
measured as the Euler angle between two successive triads relative to e3 [163].
2.2.4 Calculation of mechanical properties
Force-extension relationship. To control extension of the molecule, harmonic potentials
were applied to the C atoms of G4 and G28 in the leading chain at a given distance
(Fig. 2.1). By restraining only one  chain, rotation or unwinding of the triple helix is
allowed. In some cases, we restrained ends of all three  chains to study the effect of the
loading condition on the conformational behavior of the triple helix. To avoid large abrupt
changes in extension, we gradually changed it. Starting with 72-A˚ (the distance between
the restrained atoms in the initially built triple helix), the extension was either increased or
decreased in 4-A˚ intervals with 100-ps equilibration for each, covering 60–84 A˚. At each
extension, the production run was 8 ns (Fig. 2.2a, open symbols). In the physiologically
more relevant region (see Results), we carried out another set of 24-ns simulations in 0.8-A˚
intervals (Fig. 2.2a,b, solid symbols).
The force exerted by the molecule at a given extension was calculated by using the
tug-of-war sampling method [75]. Briefly, if we denote the i-th Cartesian component of
the deviation of the restrained atom from the center of the potential during the simulation
by ri (i = 1; 2; 3; Fig. 2.1), the i-th component of the force Fi exerted by the restrained
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Figure 2.2: Extensional behavior. (a) Overview of the force-extension relation with huco2 as an
example (see Table 4.1 for peptide names). Open/solid symbol: 8-ns/24-ns simulation in 4-A˚/0.8-
A˚ steps. The last half of each simulation period was used to calculate force. N-ter/C-ter: Axial
forces exerted by the restrained C atoms at 4th/28th residues of the leading chain. Transverse
components of the force are very small (less than 10 pN), isotropic, and are independent of ex-
tension. (b) Force-extension relations from 24-ns simulations, as solid symbols in (a). Sign of
the C-terminal force is reversed and averaged with the N-terminal force. Arrowhead: extension
below which buckling occurs. Arrow: Leq where local linear fit to the near-equilibrium regime
(thick green line) crosses the zero-force point. (c) Extensional stiffness k (diamond) and Young’s
modulus E (circle). Young’s modulus of gpo7 is shown in the gpo10 column.
atom at the center of the potential is given by:
Fi '  kBT
 
hrii
var(ri)
 
X
j 6=i
hrji cov(ri; rj)var(ri)var(rj)
!
(2.1)
where hi denotes an average over coordinate frames, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T (=
300 K) is temperature. The harmonic potential had a spring constant 10 kcal/(molA˚2).
This choice does not affect the measured force since Eq. 2.1 is independent of the spring
constant [75], which we confirmed by performing simulations using 5 kcal/(molA˚2) (Fig. 2.3).
For simulations with all three chains restrained, the spring constant was reduced by 1/3.
Bending Stiffness. Local bending stiffness was measured by analyzing the fluctuation in
the polar angle of e3 between two triads. Let the deviation of this angle from its aver-
age during the simulation by , and the distance between two triads by s. The bending
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Figure 2.3: Force-extension relation of gpo10 measured using two different spring constants of
restraining potentials.
stiffness f between these triads is given by [94]
f =
2kBTs
< 2 >
: (2.2)
For Eq. 2.2, we carried out simulations without any positional restraints. To prevent self-
interaction through the periodic boundary by the freely diffusing peptide, we used a larger
cubic box of side length 125 A˚. For each peptide, we carried out a 24-ns simulation and
used the last 12 ns for calculation.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Peptide design
Among the peptides tested (Table 4.1), gpo10 serves as a stable control. huco1, huco2,
and huco3 are the three isomers of the human type-I collagen cleavage domain. homo is
an 1 homotrimer where the corresponding full-length molecule is known to be stable and
resists cleavage. homo2 is an 2 homotrimer that is expected to be less stable. homom,
homo2m, and huco1m are designed to test the role of Arg21 on 1 (Table 2.1).
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2.3.2 Extensional behavior
Our initial force-extension curve based on 8-ns simulation in 4-A˚ steps possesses
approximately three regimes of behavior: buckling, near-equilibrium, and hyper-elastic
(open symbols in Fig. 2.2a). In the buckling regime, the molecule takes a bent conforma-
tion. The near-equilibrium regime is around the region where the force is close to zero.
In the hyper-elastic regime, force increases sharply, beyond physiologically relevant levels
(see Discussion). Based on the initial characterization, we carried out 24-ns simulations
to obtain refined force-extension curves surrounding the near-equilibrium regime in 0.8-A˚
steps. They cover 66.4 A˚–76.0 A˚ for gpo10 and 68.0 A˚–77.6 A˚ for other peptides. We
used the last 12 ns of these simulations for calculating forces (Fig. 2.2b). Compared with
8-ns simulations, forces decrease in magnitude in small and large extensions due to con-
formational relaxation. Taking huco2 as an example, in 8-ns simulation the force in the
buckling regime is non-zero (open symbols in Fig. 2.2a), while it decreases to zero in 24-
ns simulation (Fig. 2.2b). In the compressed state, there is an extension below which the
force does not increase in magnitude (arrowheads in Fig. 2.2b). Below this extension, con-
formational change occurs, such as breakage of existing hydrogen bonds and/or formation
of new contacts. Only gpo10 maintains a non-zero force (Fig. 2.2b) as it remains stably
wound even in the buckling regime (explained below).
In the near-equilibrium regime, the point where the force-extension curve crosses the
zero-force point defines the equilibrium length Leq (Fig. 2.2b, arrows). Except for gpo10
(Leq = 70:6 A˚), it is similar among other peptides (74 A˚) with huco2 being the shortest
(73.7 A˚). Compared to the initial canonical triple helix (72 A˚), gpo10 wound more tightly
thus became shorter, whereas others containing the labile domain became longer due to
unwinding. In the hyper-elastic regime, in addition to conformational relaxation, more
extensive unfolding can occur. For example, the reduced force of huco1 at the largest
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extension (Fig. 2.2b, 77.6 A˚) is due to splaying of one of  chains on its C-terminal end at
16.1 ns.
For gpo10, the force-extension curve is fairly linear in the near-equilibrium regime.
Other peptides show less linear behavior. Nevertheless, it is informative to measure the
extensional stiffness k and Young’s modulusE to compare with previous estimates. Linear
fit to the force-extension curve around Leq gives k (Fig. 2.2c, diamond). Using r = 7:0 A˚
as the radius of a hydrated collagen molecule [163], Young’s modulus is given by [70]
E = kLeq
r2
(Fig. 2.2c, circle). While k depends on the system size, E is a material property.
The calculated E (1.77–2.34 GPa) lies on the lower end of previous experiments [63, 184]
and simulations [217, 116], 2.4–9 GPa. The large variation in previous works is due
to different experimental methods used and choices for the radius r. The largest value,
9.0 GPa was obtained using inelastic light scattering, which the authors suggested to be an
overestimate [63]. Ref. [184] used x-ray diffraction and obtained E = 2:9 GPa. They used
r = 6:15 A˚. If we use this radius, our estimate becomes 2.3–3.0 GPa, which agrees well
with their result. In simulations, steered molecular dynamics (pulling the molecule with
a constant speed) is frequently used [116, 52]. In this case, E tends to be over-estimated
due to the lack of conformational relaxation and E increases with the pulling speed [52].
Relaxation can be seen in our simulation by measuring k in 4-ns intervals, which generally
decreases with time before 8 ns (Fig. 2.4). If we use the 4–8 ns period, the calculated E
indeed increases to 2.2–2.5 GPa. To test independence of E on the length of the peptide,
we carried out another set of 24-ns simulations using 7 GPO repeats, gpo7, whose E is
comparable to that for gpo10 (Fig. 2.2c).
Among the peptides tested, huco1 and huco2 possess the smallest k, which is also
seen in calculations over 4-ns intervals (Fig. 2.4). Since MMP locally unwinds or deforms
collagen for cleavage [29, 11], huco1 or huco2may possess the native registry of  chains
among the three type-I collagen isomers, which we examine further below.
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Figure 2.4: Extensional stiffness k calculated in 4-ns intervals. After 8 ns, huco1 and huco2 take
the two lowest values of k. Due to the nonlinear nature of Eq. 2.1, values of k over 12–24 ns
(Fig. 2.2c) are not equal to the averages of the last three 4-ns intervals.
2.3.3 RMSD
At each extension, we calculated the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the posi-
tions of backbone heavy atoms in the triad region from those at the beginning of simula-
tion (Fig. 2.5). In most cases, RMSD increases during the first few nanoseconds, and stays
fluctuating after about 6 ns, which partly supports making measurements during 12–24 ns
(Fig. 2.5a). Additional analysis of time scale is in Discussion. As expected, RMSD gen-
erally decreases with extension (Fig. 2.5b), although the trend is not strictly monotonic.
Comparing different peptides, RMSD of gpo10 is the smallest, reflecting its stability.
2.3.4 Local bending stiffness
In simulations for measuring local bending stiffness, no restraint was applied. Dur-
ing 12–24 ns, distances between the 4th and 28th C atoms of the leading chains were:
70.90.9 A˚ (gpo10; averagestandard deviation), 74.40.6 (huco1), 74.42.3 (huco2),
72.61.0 (huco3), 74.00.8 (homo), and 72.71.0 (homo2), which are comparable to Leq
in Fig. 2.2b. To use Eq. 2.2, the interval s between two triads needs to be chosen. If it is
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Figure 2.5: Average root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of backbone heavy atoms from those
at the beginning of the production run. The two GPO triplets at each end of the peptide were
excluded from calculation. (a) Time trace. (b) RMSD averaged over 12–24 ns. Error bar: standard
deviation. The same representative extensions of the three regimes (buckling, near-equilibrium,
and hyper-elastic) in Fig. 2.7 are used.
too short (e.g., between two immediately neighboring triads), f may reflect properties of
atomic-level covalent bonds rather than representing a local average for the peptide as a
filament. On the other hand, if s is too long, fluctuations of all atoms within this interval
will contribute to the measurement, so that the meaning of f as a local property will be
unclear. Due to the staggering of chains, MMP cleavage bonds (boldface in Table 2.1)
occur over three triads. We thus used triad i and i+ 3 (i = 1    17) for calculating s. For
each pair of triads, we took s as an average over 12–24 ns and used it for calculating f .
Averaged over all triads in each peptide, s follows the same trend as the average end-to-
end distance, which is the shortest for gpo10 (8:94  0:02 A˚) and the longest for huco1
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Figure 2.6: Local bending stiffness f . (a) gpo10, (b) huco1, (c) huco2, (d) huco3, (e) homo,
and (f) homo2 (see Table 4.1 for peptide names). Horizontal line (red) is the average f for gpo10
(3.49104 pNA˚2), as a guide. While there are 20 triads (Table 2.1), since triads i and i + 3 are
used to calculate f , the last data point ends at triad 17. Likewise, the MMP cleavage bond appears
across triad 9–13. In triad 11, all three  chains contain the cleavage bond. The cleavage and the
imino-poor labile (triad 7–17) domains are marked by vertical lines (noted in panel (b)).
(9:49 0:16 A˚).
For gpo10, f is nearly constant (349002600 pNA˚2; Fig. 4.3a). In other peptides, f
in the imino-rich domain (triad 1–7) is overall higher. This is because this region unwinds
to make the three  chains rather parallel and suppresses bending motion (cf. Fig. 2.7).
Among peptides other than gpo10, huco2 and huco3 have the two lowest f in the cleavage
domain (Fig. 4.3c,d). As discussed above, taking compliance of the cleavage domain as an
attribute utilized by MMP, huco2 and huco3may be better choices than huco1 with regard
to bending. Combined with the results for the extensional stiffness, huco2 is mechanically
the most compliant in both extension and bending, thus it may be the best candidate for
MMP binding and cleavage. As explained below, this is due to the arrangement of residues
in huco2 that destabilizes the labile domain and leads to unfolding (row Free in Fig. 2.7c).
When f is calculated in 4-ns intervals, gpo10 shows no time dependence (Fig. 2.8).
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In other peptides, f varies over time to different degrees, reflecting their conformational
motion. Yet, huco2 and huco3 are still more flexible in the cleavage domain than huco1
and homo. To compare our measurement with experiment, we calculated the persistence
length lP =
f
kBT
. It ranges between 84.2 nm (gpo10) to 181 nm (huco1), which lie well
within the experimental estimates, 14.5–180 nm [194]. For our estimation, f in each pep-
tide was averaged over triads. For a full-length collagen, the apparent lp may be dictated
by highly flexible, locally unfolded regions such as the cleavage domain of huco2, which
may be smaller. A recent study using atomic force microscopy reports 12–40 nm [118].
2.3.5 Torsional behavior
Twist of a triple helix is an important descriptor of collagen conformation [91, 163,
145], which may also be functionally important as it affects binding of MMP and cleavage
of collagen [46, 29, 163, 123]. In simulations where the ends of only the leading chain are
restrained, torsional angle decreased with extension, indicative of unwinding (Fig. 2.7a-f).
Consistent with its stability, gpo10 unwound the least (Fig. 2.7a). In other peptides, the
region around the MMP cleavage site underwent the greatest unwinding (darker color in
Fig. 2.7b-f). In the buckling regime, kinking of huco1, huco2, and huco3 was observed
at the cleavage site. These results further corroborate its labile nature. In simulations
without any restraint, cleavage domains of huco2 and huco3 disrupt compared to that of
huco1 (row Free in Fig. 2.7b–d). The extent of disruption is the greatest in huco2, which
supports it as the most cleavable isomer. The imino-rich domain upstream to the cleavage
site unwinds, likely due to Ala8 in 1 and Thr11 in both 1 and 2 (Table 2.1). However,
further unfolding of this region does not occur and the three  chains stay aligned, resulting
in elevated bending stiffness (left of the cleavage site in Fig. 2.7b-f).
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Figure 2.7: Torsional angles between successive triads averaged over 12–24-ns, displayed on
conformations at the end of each simulation. Two GPO triplets at each end of the peptide are not
shown. (a) gpo10, (b) huco1, (c) huco2, (d) huco3, (e) homo, (f) homo2, and (g) huco2 with
ends of all three  chains restrained (see Table 4.1 for peptide names). Buckling, Near-eq., and
Hyper-ela., are representative structures from respective regimes, where the extensions are 66.4,
70.4, and 76.0 A˚ for gpo10, 68.0, 73.6, and 77.6 A˚ for huco2, and 68.0, 74.4, and 77.6 A˚ for all
other peptides. These are based on differences in Leq (Fig. 2.2b). Free is for simulation without
any restraint. The same extensional regimes are used in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. For torsional angle
measured between triad i and i+1, residues of triad i are colored (marked triad 1–19 in (a)). Free:
simulation without any restraint. Ile17 in 1 and Leu17 in 2 at the cleavage site (Table 2.1) are
shown in van der Waals representation to show their location (marked in (b)). Molecular structures
are rendered using VMD [74].
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Figure 2.8: Local bending stiffness f calculated in 4-ns intervals. Red horizontal line and vertical
dashed lines are explained in Fig. 4.3. Among huco1, huco2, and huco3, the latter two have f
in the cleavage region (triad 9–13) consistently lower than that of huco1 after 12 ns. The large
decrease in f of huco2 in triads 9–17 during 20–24 ns is due to unfolding of this region that
occurred at around 22.5 ns, as shown in Fig. 2.7c.
2.3.6 Dependence on loading condition
We restrained the ends of only one  chain when studying the extensional behavior,
which allowed conformational (especially torsional) motion under load. To test the effect
of disallowing torsional motion of the end, for huco2, we applied restraints to three C
atoms of residue 4, 3, and 2, respectively from the leading, middle, and trailing chain,
and likewise restrained residues 28, 27, and 26. In this case, the extensional stiffness
was k = 186:4  6:6 pN/A˚ (Fig. 2.11), which is about 5 times greater than the case
with only one  chain restrained. The corresponding Young’s modulus, 8:75  0:31 GPa
is comparable to the maximum among previous estimates [63]. Furthermore, the triple
helix unwinds far less, with much reduced dependence on extension (Fig. 2.7g). These
results highlight the sensitivity of the conformational behavior on the loading condition.
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Figure 2.9: Dynamics of native backbone H-bonds (see Table 4.1 for peptide names, and Fig. 2.7
for Buckling, Near-eq., Hyper-ela., and Free). (a) Occupancy and (b) average lifetime. Standard
deviations of lifetimes are in Fig. 2.12a. Measured values with glycines as H-bond donors are
averaged for each triad and represented in color. Triads 11–14 contain cleavage sites (solid box).
The imino-poor domain spans triad 10–20. Compared to other peptides, H-bonds of gpo10 have
notably smaller occupancy, lifetime, and standard deviation (Fig. 2.12a), suggesting a dynamic
stabilization mechanism.
Its implication for MMP cleavage is considered in Discussion.
2.3.7 Hydrogen bonding events
H-bonds are critical for the stability of the collagen triple helix [169, 221, 19]. We
classified them into ‘native’ and ‘non-native.’ Native H-bonds are formed between back-
bone amide hydrogen of glycine in a GXY triplet to the backbone carbonyl oxygen of the
residue at the X position of a neighboring  chain [19]. They are thus formed in a he-
lical manner, between leading-middle, middle-trailing, and trailing-leading chains. Since
atoms forming native H-bonds are present in any GXY sequence, native H-bonds can form
in both imino-rich and imino-poor domains [91]. Non-native H-bonds refer to all others,
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including those between backbone to backbone, backbone to side-chain, and side-chain
to side-chain. For identification of a H-bond, a cutoff distance of 2.4 A˚ between hydro-
gen and oxygen atoms was used [115]. H-bonding events were quantified by occupancy
(number of coordinate frames where a H-bond is formed, divided by the total number
of frames), average lifetime (average duration of consecutive frames where a H-bond is
formed), and standard deviation of the lifetime. The H-bond occupancy and lifetime can
together provide a dynamic picture of the H-bonding events. For example, two bonds may
have the same occupancy but differ in lifetimes, as one bond may rapidly form and break,
while the other may be longer-lived but forms more sparsely. The converse may also hold,
with similar lifetimes but different occupancies depending on the frequency of H-bond
formation.
Strikingly, the stable gpo10 has the lowest native H-bond occupancy compared to those
of other peptides (Fig. 2.9a). Its average native H-bond lifetime and fluctuation (standard
deviation) are also the shortest (Figs. 2.9b and 2.12a). This suggests that the native H-
bonds of gpo10 stabilize the structure dynamically, by rapid formation and breakage in a
uniform manner. The native H-bond occupancy of gpo10 becomes uneven along its length
in the buckling and hyper-elastic regimes as strain builds up in the structure. In the hyper-
elastic regime, the native H-bond occupancy overall increases, which is also observed in
other peptides (Fig. 2.9a). An exception is huco2with all three  chains restrained (‘huco2
(three)’ in Fig. 2.9a), where the native H-bond occupancy is lower in the hyper-elastic
compared to the near-equilibrium regime. In this case, the peptide becomes more wound
with extension (Fig. 2.7g), becoming conformationally closer to gpo10 whose native H-
bond occupancy is low. These results indicate that unwinding of the triple helix actually
promotes native H-bond formation. Consistent with this, triads 5–10 that are upstream
to the MMP cleavage site, have elevated occupancy and longer lifetime (Fig. 2.9). As
explained earlier, this region unwinds without  chains falling apart (Fig. 2.7). The higher
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occupancy of native H-bonds in this region likely contributes to its larger bending stiffness
(Fig. 4.3).
Non-native H-bonds show more punctate behavior (Fig. 2.10). The well-folded gpo10
has very few non-native H-bonds. This is also the case in other peptides upstream to
the MMP cleavage domain (triads 5–10) that are unwound without falling apart. Non-
native H-bonds occur downstream to the cleavage site (triad 15–20) as this region is more
disrupted (Fig. 2.7). In particular, triads 17–18 of homo have high-occupancy non-native
H-bonds in all extensional regimes and also in the restraint-free case (Fig. 2.10). They
mainly involve H-bond between Arg21 of 1 (Table 2.1) and the backbone oxygen atom
in a neighboring chain (Fig. 2.13a). We call it the Arg-bridge. Although several other very
short-lived non-native H-bonds in these triads caused the average lifetime below 50 ps, the
Arg-bridge can persist beyond 100 ps, so it can play a substantial role in local stabilization.
2.3.8 Molecular origin of the dependence on chain registry
In addition to the Arg-bridge, we found that two bulky non-polar residues Leu17 and
Leu18 in 2, located right next to the cleavage bond (Table 2.1), play a critical role in de-
termining registry-dependent conformational behavior. In huco1, since 2 is in the lead-
ing position, Arg21 of 1, being farther downstream, can form a bridge while Leu17 and
Leu18 interact with surrounding residues (Fig. 2.13b). In huco2, placement of 2 in the
middle separates Arg21 in two 1, resulting in the greatest destabilization (Fig. 2.13c). In
huco3, since the two leucines of 2 are close to Arg21, their hydrophobic stabilization re-
quires local deformation of the molecule and interferes with Arg-bridge formation, which
again have a destabilizing effect, but to a less extent compared to huco2 (Fig. 2.13d).
To test the stabilizing role of the Arg-bridge, we constructed models of three mutant
peptides, huco1m, homom and homo2m where Hyp21 and Arg21 in respective chains are
switched (Table 4.1). For each peptide, we carried out 24-ns MD simulation without any
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Figure 2.10: Dynamics of non-native H-bonds (see Table 4.1 for peptide names, and Fig. 2.7
for Buckling, Near-eq., Hyper-ela., and Free). (a) Occupancy and (b) average lifetime. Standard
deviations of lifetimes are in Fig. 2.12b. For each triad, H-bonds are counted only when residues
in the triad serve as H-bond donor, to avoid double counting across different triads. Triads 11–14
contain cleavage sites (solid box). High-occupancy bonds in triads 17–18 in homo (also in huco1)
are due to Arg-bridges (Fig. 2.13).
restraint applied. Whereas triads 16—19 in huco1 and homo remained wound (Fig. 2.7b,e;
‘Free’), this region in huco1m and homom unwound, with very low occupancy of non-
native H-bond (Fig. 2.14a,b). homo2m behaves oppositely, where triads 16–19 are wound
more compared to homo2, and have high-occupancy non-native H-bonds (Fig. 2.14c),
mainly Arg-bridges. These results corroborate the importance of the Arg-bridge, which
may contribute to the stability and cleavage resistance of the type-I collagen homotrimer
[60, 122].
2.4 Discussion
Present results elucidate mechanical and conformational differences between homo-
vs. heterotrimers of collagen, or between isomers with different registry of  chains. Al-
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Figure 2.11: Force-extension relation of huco2 with ends of all three chains constrained. Lines
and symbols are defined in Fig. 2.2b. The stiffness, 187 pN/A˚ (slope of the thick green line), is
much higher than the case of huco2 with only one  chain restrained (37.1 pN/A˚).
Figure 2.12: Standard deviation in the hydrogen bond lifetime. (a) Native and (b) non-native. cf.,
Figs. 2.9 and 2.10.
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Figure 2.13: Role of the Arg-bridge and chain registry on the conformation of the imino-poor do-
main (see Table 4.1 for peptide names). Structures are taken after 24-ns MD without any restraint.
(a) homo. Arg-bridges are marked by arrows. Arg21 in the leading chain does not form a bridge.
(b) huco1. Leu17 and Leu18 of the leading 2 are held by Ile17 in middle and Gln15 in trailing
chains. (c) huco2. Leu18 inserts between  chains and the trailing chain separates. Arg-bridges
are absent. (d) huco3. Leu17 and Leu18 of the trailing 2 are held by residues in the leading chain
and by Gln15 of 2. The longitudinal compaction causes the middle chain to bend severely. (a) is
rendered larger than (b-d).
though our calculation shows that huco1 and huco2 (see Table 4.1 for peptide names)
have the two lowest extensional stiffness, variation in extensional stiffness among peptides
tested (37–49 pN/A˚) is well within 2-fold (Fig. 2.2c). By comparison, the local bending
stiffness f varies by as much as 5-fold (Fig. 4.3). It is thus a more sensitive measure of
local conformational properties. For gpo10 that is uniform in flexibility, we can calculate
Young’s modulus using bending stiffness, E = f=I , where I = 4 r
4 (r = 7 A˚) is the
second moment of inertia of cross section for a circular cylinder of radius r [70]. Using
the average f for gpo10, 3.49104 pNA˚2, we get E = 1:85 GPa, which is comparable
to the value based on extensional stiffness (Fig. 2.2c). This reflects consistency of our
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Figure 2.14: Conformational behavior of mutant peptides in Table 4.1. (a) huco1m, (b) homom,
(c) homo2m. Structures are taken after 24 ns MD without any restraint. Coloring schemes are
the same as in Fig. 2.7b,e,f (torsional map) and Fig. 2.10a (non-native H-bond occupancy). Since
the molecular structure is 3-dimensional, its triads do not align exactly with the triad numbers
of the color strip below. Without the Arg-bridge, triads 16–19 of huco1m and homom undergo
unwinding. Conversely, homo2m stays wound due to the presence of the Arg-bridge that manifests
as a high-occupancy non-native H-bond.
measurements in simulations with and without restraints.
Among the three extensional regimes, the near-equilibrium regime is likely the most
physiological. In tissues, collagen bundles formmacroscopic crimps [51] so that molecular-
level buckling is unlikely to happen under compression. On the extensional side, we can
estimate a typical tensile load by considering tendon. The cross sectional area of a human
tendon is on the order of cm2, and it bears kN forces. Assuming that the entire cross
section of a tendon consists of collagen molecules 7-A˚ in radius, there are about 6.51013
collagen molecules, so that each molecule will bear about 15 pN. Thus, up to 100 pN in
Fig. 2.2b will be physiological, which lies within the near-equilibrium regime.
In addition to force, we examine the relevant time scale. Lifetimes of contacts are
at most a few hundred picoseconds, majority of which being less than 100 ps (Figs. 2.9
and 2.10). Thus, the 12-ns measurement time during the later half of 24-ns simulation
was sufficient for monitoring the dynamics of contacts, We also observed transient forma-
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tion of -sheets, consistent with experiment [57]. They are mostly short, formed by two
backbone H-bonds between two  chains in parallel, and are rarer than individual con-
tacts. Additional analysis would be necessary to elucidate the role of transient -sheets in
conformational dynamics of the molecule.
Even though individual bonds form and break rapidly, the overall conformational fluc-
tuation of the peptide may be slower. The RMSD undulates on the order of a few nanosec-
onds (Fig. 2.5). We estimate the slowest relaxation time of the peptide as an elastic rod
suspended in a viscous medium [70]. For a rod of length L, diameter d, and bending stiff-
ness f , its slowest relaxation time  in a solution of viscosity  is given by  = c?f (
L
!1
)4,
where c? = 4=[ln(L=d) + 0:84] is the transverse drag coefficient per unit length of
the rod, and !1 is a constant of order 1 for the slowest vibrational mode, which depends
on the boundary condition of motion. For gpo10, we have L = 87:5 A˚, d = 14 A˚, and
f = 3:49 104 pNA˚2 (Fig. 4.3). This gives  ' 140–330 ps, which is comparable to the
longest H-bond lifetimes. This shows that the 24-ns simulation time was much longer than
the equilibrium fluctuation time of the peptide. However, large deviations from the triple
helical conformation can occur over a longer time scale, such as formation and breakage
of -sheets mentioned above, and water molecules can break in and out between  chains
in the locally unfolded labile domain. A more detailed analysis of such events would
require at least an order of magnitude longer simulation, which would be impractical.
Nevertheless, the 24-ns simulation time employed in the present study was sufficient for
distinguishing between the relative stability and region-specific conformational behavior
of the triple helical peptides, which is further supported by the agreement of our calcula-
tions with available experimental data. On the other hand, although biasing potentials e.g.,
in umbrella sampling, may further drive conformational changes [138], unless reaction
coordinates are properly chosen, it is difficult to interpret the observed changes [6].
A fundamental aspect that we revealed is the dynamic stabilization mechanism for the
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GPO repeat: gpo10 has low-occupancy, short-lived native backbone H-bonds (Fig. 2.9),
which is an effective strategy to maintain the triple helical structure while remaining flex-
ible (Fig. 4.3a). This is reminiscent of the stabilization of single -helical domains by
dynamic and ‘malleable’ contacts between appropriately located charged side chains that
hold the ‘brittle’ -helix backbone [195, 196, 199]. Analogously, in the case of the colla-
gen GPO domain, dynamic backbone H-bonds hold the triple helix tertiary structure.
For the MMP cleavage domain, there are stronger regional variations in flexibility and
stability. We found that huco2 is the isomer that is likely the most cleavage-prone, as
it has the highest mechanical compliance and the greatest unfolding of the region at and
downstream the cleavage site. Instability of huco2 in the labile domain is due to the axial
separation of Arg21 in the leading and trailing 1, together with the two tandem leucines
of 2 that locally destabilize the region and hampers the Arg-bridge formation. Although
configurations in Fig. 2.13 may not be the only way how these residues organize locally,
they illustrate the unfavorable arrangement of arginines and leucines in huco2 compared
to other isomers. The stabilizing role of the Arg-bridge has been shown experimentally
in a model heterotrimer [175], and similar roles for lysine and glutamic acid were also
suggested for type-IV collagen [178]. However, as Fig. 2.13 shows, placement of these
residues within the molecule affects the extent of stabilization.
The high stiffness of the imino-rich domain N-terminal to the cleavage site (Fig. 4.3) is
a result of unwinding without separation of  chains (Fig. 2.7) that appears to promote na-
tive backbone H-bond formation (Fig. 2.9). While there are many sites along the collagen
molecule whose amino acid sequences are partially similar to the actual MMP cleavage
site, the latter is distinguished by local imino-rich GXY repeats followed by an imino-poor
domain [46, 222]. This suggests that the abrupt transition in local bending stiffness may
be unique to the MMP cleavage site, thus it may provide a mechanical recognition signal
as MMP diffuses over collagen and searches for the cleavage site [183].
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The present analysis also makes a testable prediction: huco1, possessing the Arg-
bridge (Figs. 2.10, 2.13b) behaved similarly to homo. While the presence of 2 may
make huco1 not as cleavage-resistant as homo, compared to huco2 or huco3, it is likely
to be so and also be more stable, which will be an interesting subject for experiments.
The possible stabilizing role of arginine in type-III collagen has been previously proposed
[179], although the atomistic basis was unclear. Our analysis shows that Arg-bridges are
dynamic, whose strength depends on their location relative to other residues (Fig. 2.13).
Last, we discuss the conflicting reports of the cleavage rate of single collagen molecules,
that either increased [1, 2] or decreased [24] with load in similar magnetic tweezer exper-
iments. In the former case, a homotrimeric peptide containing the MMP cleavage domain
[1] (similar to homo) or a full-length type-I collagen heterotrimer [2] (corresponding to
huco2) was linked between a glass coverslip and a magnetic bead. Since the bead can
rotate, unwinding of the molecule is possible regardless of the number of  chains in a
molecule linked to the bead or to the coverslip. As in our simulation (Fig. 2.7), stretching
will result in more unwinding, which may assist with cleavage by MMP. In comparing
between homotrimer and heterotrimer, cleavage of the former was more sensitive to load,
which was interpreted to be due to its higher propensity to unwind under load while the
heterotrimer is unwound even without load [2]. Our simulation supports this, as homo
unwound substantially in the hyper-elastic regime compared to near-equilibrium or load-
free case (Fig. 2.7e), whereas huco2 is already unwound (near-equilibrium) or unfolded
(load-free) (Fig. 2.7c). It should be noted that unwinding can either stabilize or destabilize
the triple helix, depending on whether the domain is imino-rich or imino-poor, as seen in
our analysis of bending stiffness and H-bonds.
In another study, cleavage rate of collagen decreased by nearly 10-fold with load [24].
In this case, antibody-functionalized beads were exposed to a large volume of type-I col-
lagens to achieve conjugation. This may result in multiple collagen molecules attaching to
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a single bead. Even though a single collagen tether may be formed between the bead and
the surface, neighboring collagen molecules can bind to the tethered collagen, affecting
its conformational motion. Likewise, in tissues, other neighboring molecules in a bundle
may limit conformational motion of the cleavage domain under load, thereby protect it
from cleavage. While presence of many other factors makes it difficult to directly apply
analysis of a single triple helix to a tissue, our study demonstrates that susceptibility to
MMP cleavage depends sensitively on the loading condition and the local arrangement
of molecules, and not simply on the magnitude of load. Experimentally, when studying
load-dependent cleavage of collagen by MMP, it would thus be necessary to probe or con-
trol the mechanical environment around collagen molecules in limiting or promoting local
unfolding.
2.5 Conclusions
Fibrillar collagen is the major load-bearing component of the tissue, so that contin-
uum mechanical description of a collagen molecule as a biopolymer is needed. On the
other hand, its biological function involves residue-specific behaviors as in any globular
proteins. Our study elucidates the atomistic origin for the mechanical and conformational
properties of the MMP cleavage domain of type-I collagen. Fundamental aspects that we
found, such as the local conformational behavior of the triple helix under load, static ver-
sus dynamic origin for the flexibility and stability, and the effect of chain registry, will
also be useful for understanding the behaviors of other domains or other types of fibrillar
collagens.
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3. ELASTIC ENERGY PARTITIONING IN DNA DEFORMATION AND BINDING
TO PROTEINS
3.1 Introduction
Sequence-dependent flexibility of DNA is essential for genomic organization, DNA
packaging, and positioning of DNA-binding enzymes [65, 137, 213, 182, 53, 17]. De-
formability of possible combinations of base pairs have been extensively analyzed, through
surveys of available structures [41, 147, 148, 213, 28] and using various experimental
methods that measure bending [125, 144, 187, 225, 53] and twist [219, 66, 69, 114, 157]
motion. Yet, the issue remains unclear due to several reasons [59, 42, 188, 53, 214, 103,
39]. X-ray structures are static and DNA conformations may be affected by crystal con-
tacts, where discrepancy between crystal analysis and cyclization-based flexibility mea-
surements have been observed [53]. However, experiments based on the dynamics of
DNA oligos do not address anisotropy in bending and results are interpretive in nature.
Also, single-molecule experiments report higher flexibility of DNAs than in measurements
based on bulk cyclization experiments [214, 103, 23]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lation thus plays an increasingly important role [22, 100, 99, 128, 150, 43, 197, 12, 156].
With the development of force fields for nucleic acids [150, 64] and increasing comput-
ing power, MD simulations can address not only equilibrium conformational behaviors
[102, 12, 33, 197, 39] but also conformational transitions of DNA [5, 143, 154].
For analyzing DNA conformation, helicoidal parameters have been predominantly
used [37, 41, 119]. Their fluctuation in x-ray structures or simulations have also been
used to study elastic properties of DNA [147, 100, 99, 102]. However, while helicoidal
Reprinted with permission from “Elastic Energy Partition in DNA Deformation and Binding to Pro-
teins” by Xiaojing Teng andWonmuk Hwang, 2016. ACS nano, 10, 170-180, Copyright [2016] by American
Chemical Society.
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parameters effectively describe DNA structure at near-atomic level, it is unclear whether
they are suitable for the motion of DNA as an elastic rod, which is a continuum mechani-
cal concept [97]. Previous simulations found coupling between helicoidal parameters, and
non-Gaussian or bimodal behaviors of some of the helicoidal parameters [147, 152, 101,
170, 7, 33, 154], so that the corresponding stiffness matrix or its diagonalized form cannot
faithfully reflect elastic properties of DNA. By analogy, a protein undergoing hinge mo-
tion is better described by parameters associated with its hinge angle rather than by a set
of parameters related to internal coordinates. In the case of an elastic rod, basically four
order parameters are needed: Bending about two principal axes, twist (not a helicoidal
parameter) about an axis orthogonal to principal axes, and extension [97, 30, 55]. The
relation between the 16 helicoidal parameters [119] and these order parameters have not
been evaluated carefully. In another study, ab initio optimization of base pair stacking
energy was better described by non-standard sets of conformational variables [132], fur-
ther suggesting that helicoidal parameters may not be ideal for describing energetics. This
leads to a question regarding the applicability of an elastic rod description to the atomistic
behaviors of DNA. Another related question is the minimum number of base pair steps
that need to be considered collectively for calculating local order parameters along DNA.
Here we develop an approach where the order parameters are calculated based on MD
simulation trajectories, and show that calculation at the level of dinucleotide yields results
consistent with available data on DNA flexibility. About the two principal axes of bending,
a dinucleotide step is the most flexible in the major bending direction and the stiffest in the
minor bending direction. Principal axes (major and minor) are orthogonal by construction
and there is no coupling between the two in the associated elastic energy [97, 30, 55]. They
also yield the local equilibrium curvature. While the two bending motions show linear
elastic behavior, twisting motion is slightly skewed, so that unwinding of the double helix
is easier than overwinding. The distributions of bending and twist angles are consistent
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with the twist-stretch coupling of DNA observed in single-molecule experiments [54, 113,
190]. While we mainly focus on B-DNA, an oligo with only cytosine on one strand and
guanine on the other, turns into an A-DNA [49, 5, 132], which is about 1.5 times stiffer
than that of the CC/GG step in the B-DNA form. For B-DNA steps, the stiffness associated
with bending and twisting are within experimentally measured ranges.
Using the calculated stiffness, we build the flexibility maps of DNA oligos that are
cleavable and non-cleavable by type-II topoisomerase [106], which agree with the maps
calculated directly from MD simulations of these oligos. Sequence-dependent persistence
lengths of oligos in our calculation also capture the experimental trend [53]. The ob-
servation that the calculated values are overall smaller is consistent with single-molecule
results that found DNA to be more flexible than observed in bulk cyclization-based ex-
periments [103, 214, 23]. The calculated stiffness and equilibrium angles allow to build
a coarse-grained (C-G) model of DNA, which efficiently captures its length- and sequence-
dependent conformational behavior. Furthermore, analysis of the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
structures of protein-DNA complexes shows that in most cases DNAs are only mildly de-
formed, where the twist energy takes up the highest portion of the total elastic energy per
dinucleotide step. On the other hand, in DNAs with high elastic energy, bending in the
major direction is the dominant deformational mode. The present results thus elucidate
partitioning of different deformational modes of DNA in its conformational motion and
interaction with proteins, and should be useful when considering mesoscale organization
of DNA assemblies as well.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 DNA oligo generation
We used 7 oligos to cover the 10 possible dinucleotide steps (AA/TT, AC/GT, AG/CT,
AT/AT, CA/TG, CC/GG, CG/CG, GA/TC, GC/GC, and TA/TA; Table 4.1). Steps con-
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Number of dinucleotide steps used for analysis
Sequence Name AA/TT AC/GT AG/CT AT/AT CC/GG CA/TG CG/CG GA/TC GC/GC TA/TA
d(CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC)
d(GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG)
[CCCC*] – – – – 4 – – – – –
d(CGCGCCGCCGCCGCGC)
d(GCGCGGCGGCGGCGCG)
[CCCC] – – – – 3 – – – – –
d(CGCGATATATATCGCG)
d(CGCGATATATATCGCG)
[ATAT] – – – 4 – – – – – 3
d(CGCGCGCGCGCGCGCG)
d(CGCGCGCGCGCGCGCG)
[CGCG] – – – – – – 4 – 3 –
d(CGCGAAAAAAAACGCG)
d(CGCGTTTTTTTTCGCG)
[AAAA] 4 – – – – – – – – –
d(AGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG)
d(CTCTCTCTCTCTCTCT)
[AGAG] – – 4 – – – – 3 – –
d(ACACACACACACACAC)
d(GTGTGTGTGTGTGTGT)
[ACAC] – 4 – – – 3 – – – –
Table 3.1: Names and sequences of DNA oligos tested. Base pairs used for analysis are
in boldface in the sequence column. The first and last 4 base pairs were excluded from
analysis to avoid end effects. [AAAA] and [CCCC*] respectively contain 7 AA/TT and
CC/GG steps, out of which we used 4 alternating steps for consistency with other steps.
[CCCC*] turns into an A-DNA (Fig. 3.1c). Most analysis for CC/GG was done with
[CCCC], which maintains the B-DNA form.
sisting of only A and T were less stable [181] so [ATAT] and [AAAA] had d(CGCG)2 at
both ends to prevent fraying [107, 143, 226]. For CC/GG, we used two different oligos.
[CCCC*] that has only C on one strand (d(CG)16) turned into an A-DNA soon after the
simulation started (Fig. 3.1c), which is consistent with previous studies [49, 5, 132]. How-
ever, in simulations of oligos containing an isolated CC/GG, the B-DNA form was main-
tained. In [CCCC], CC/GG are thus interrupted by CG/CG. We also generated two 30-
bp oligos with mixed sequences that are respectively cleavable (CLV) and non-cleavable
(NONCLV) by type-II topoisomerase [106] (Table 3.2). All oligos were built initially
in the B-DNA form by using X3DNA [119]. Missing hydrogen atoms in the structure
generated by X3DNA were added by using CHARMM [21].
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Name Sequence
CLV GCTCA CTCAA AGGCG GTAAT ACGGT TATCC
NONCLV CATCG ATAAG CTTTA ATTAA AGCTT ATCGA
Table 3.2: Two oligo sequences used for the simulations in Fig. 3.16 [106]. Sequence for
one strand in the DNA duplex is shown in each case. Four base pairs on each end were
excluded from calculating stiffness.
3.2.2 MD simulation
For simulation, we used CHARMM version 40a1 [21] with the param36 all-atom force
field [64]. All simulations were carried out in explicit water using the TIP3P model [87].
After a brief initial energy minimization (1600 steps), the DNA was solvated in a cubic
water box of side length about 84 A˚ (16-bp oligos) or 135 A˚ (30-bp CLV or NONCLV).
DNAs were at least 15 A˚ away from the boundary in all directions, which is larger than
the 12 A˚ cutoff distance for non-bonded interactions. To neutralize the system, sodium
ions were added, resulting in about 90 mM concentration. Using only monovalent ions is
a standard protocol in all-atom MD simulation [33, 142, 156]. Divalent ions are avoided
in part due to their low mobility and long residence time once bound to DNA [134, 156].
Persistence length generally decreases with ionic strength, which is more substantial for
divalent ions [8, 23]. However, in the 90-mM range of monovalent ions that we used, lp
depends only weakly on concentration [8, 23]. Inclusion of divalent ions such as Mg2+ is
expected to reduce the stiffness of DNA, but it will require significantly longer simulation
time [134]. Also, experiments testing the effect of divalent ions used very low concen-
tration of monovalent ions. In physiological media where monovalent ions are typically
much higher in concentration, multivalent ions are expected to have comparatively less
influence on DNA flexibility.
The solvated system was energy minimized again for 600 steps using the steepest de-
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scent method and then 1000 steps using the adapted basis Newton-Raphson method. Dur-
ing energy minimization, heavy atoms of DNA were harmonically restrained with a spring
constant of 2 kcal/(molA˚2). The system was heated from 0 K to 300 K in 30 ps and equili-
brated for 70 ps. Heavy atoms of DNAwere harmonically restrained with a spring constant
of 1 kcal/(molA˚2) during heating, and 0.2 kcal/(molA˚2) during equilibration. Heating
and equilibration were done using the constant pressure (1 atm) and temperature (CPT)
method [45]. The 100-ns production run was at 300 K under constant volume (NVT),
without any restraints. We used the SHAKE [176] algorithm to fix the length of the cova-
lent bonds for hydrogen atoms, and used a 2 fs integration time step. Particle-mesh Ewald
(PME) summation was used to account for long-range electrostatic interactions [44]. The
Domain Decomposition (DOMDEC) module of CHARMM was used to achieve efficient
parallelization of simulation, using 280 (16-bp oligos) or 640 (30-bp oligos) processors
[76]. Coordinates were saved every 10 ps (104 coordinate frames for 100 ns). Analysis
of the coordinate trajectory was done for the last 50 ns for stable oligos. In [ATAT], base
pairs broke more extensively (Fig. 3.2). The 5000 frames selected for analysis included
only those with intact base pairs [39]. Similarly, the last 50 ns was analyzed in simulations
of CLV and NONCLV, except for using 45–95 ns in step 19 of CLV (AT/AT) and 35–85 ns
in steps 5 (GA/TC) and 6 (AT/AT) of NONCLV (cf., Table 3.2).
Calculation of standard helicoidal parameters, number of base pair duplexes, and as-
sessing A- and B-DNA structures for a coordinate frame (Figs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.11, and 3.12,
and Table 4.4) were done using X3DNA. Molecular structures in figures were rendered
using VMD [74].
3.2.3 Triad construction
The triad fe1; e2; e3g for a given base pair (local coordinate basis) was constructed
by adopting the method we previously developed [162, 94, 210]. We first assigned e3
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as the unit vector normal to the best-fit plane of the base pair. For an oligo, we chose
e3 to point approximately from the 5’ to 3’ direction of a strand selected as a reference.
Next we determined a unit vector ~e2 that aligns with the line joining C8 of purine and
C6 of pyrimidine. The direction of ~e2 was chosen to point to the reference strand of the
oligo. Note that ~e2 is not exactly orthogonal to e3. Using these two unit vectors, we set
e1 = ~e2  e3. This fixes e2 = e3  e1, which is along the projection of C8–C6 on the
best-fit plane of a base pair. The midpoint between C8 of purine and C6 of pyrimidine was
used as the centroid for each triad. In a triad, e1 is approximately in the direction of the
major groove of DNA.
3.2.4 Identifying local principal axes
Conformational motion of a dinucleotide step was analyzed using the corresponding
triads, which we call fe1; e2; e3g and fe01; e02; e03g for respective base pairs. The latter
triad is on the 3’ side along the reference DNA strand mentioned above. Express e03 in the
coordinate frame i of fe1; e2; e3g as ui (i = 1;    5000). It forms a set of points on a unit
sphere spanned by fe1; e2; e3g (Fig. 3.3a). Its centroid pt can be found numerically by
minimizing the sum S of geodesic distances between pt and ui:
S =
X
i
arccos(ui  pt): (3.1)
Next we find a great circle on the unit sphere that passes through pt and whose mean
square arc distance from fuig is a minimum. The unit vector normal to this circle, pM , is
the major principal axis. We thus call the circle as the major bending circle (red solid in
Fig. 3.3a). To find it, we consider a series of great circles passing through pt, for which
we use a normal vector n0 that is perpendicular to pt. The contour c of the circle can be
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parametrized by the angle :
c = cos  pt + sin  (n
0  pt);  2 [0; 2) (3.2)
The great circle distance di betweenui to this circle can be found by minimizing arccos(ui
c) while varying , which is equivalent to maximizing ui  c:
di = arccos[max(u
i  c)]
= arccos
 
max[ui  fcos  pt + sin  (n0  pt)g]

= arccos
p
(ui  pt)2 + (ui  [n0  pt])2 (3.3)
Hence the normal n of the major bending circle, i.e., pM , can be determined by minimiz-
ing the sum X
i
d2i =
X
i
h
arccos
p
(ui  pt)2 + (ui  [n pt])2
i2
: (3.4)
The direction of pM was set by imposing pM e2 > 0. Once pt and pM are found, we can
determine the minor principal axis pm = pM  pt and the corresponding minor bending
circle (black dashed in Fig. 3.3a). See Appendix A for MATLAB code.
3.2.5 Elastic stiffness calculation
We projected ui onto the major and minor bending circles and measured the respective
angles iM and 
i
m relative to pt. The signs of 
i
M and 
i
m (in the ( ; ) range) were set
equal to those of the dot products, uipm and uipM , respectively (Fig. 3.4). This choice
makes positive values of iM and 
i
m to correspond to pt bending in the directions of +e1
and+e2. By the definition of pt, the bending angles have zero average. The bending stiff-
ness in the major and minor directions were found by applying the equipartition theorem
[167]. If we denote the average distance between the centroids of the two neighboring
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triads by s (Table 4.2), the bending stiffness are
M =
kBTs
var(iM)
(3.5)
m =
kBTs
var(im)
: (3.6)
Here, kB is Boltzmann constant and T = 300 K is the temperature. Variances of angles
were measured across dinucleotide steps of the same type within an oligo (Table. 4.2).
Twist stiffness t can be calculated in a similar manner. At frame i, we express fe01; e02; e03g
relative to its neighbor triad fe1; e2; e3g, as fui1;ui2;uig. We calculate twist as the Euler
angle it about pt for the rotation between fui1;ui2;uig and fpm;pM ;ptg [162]. Then
t =
kBTs
var(it)
: (3.7)
One potential issue in defining twist as an Euler angle is that, since pt and ui are not
aligned, the rotation is not on the plane spanned by ui1 and u
i
2. We thus tested another
definition of twist, where ui is rotated on the plane spanned by ui and pt, to be aligned
with the latter, then twist angle is measured for aligning fui1;ui2g to fpm;pMg. However,
the resulting twist angle distribution was nearly identical to that based on the Euler angle.
Extensional stiffness of a dinucleotide step was similarly calculated as E = kBT=var(s).
Note that this stiffness is for a single dinucleotide step and is different from the stiffness
associated with stretching a DNA as in single-molecule experiments.
3.2.6 Calculation of persistence length
There are different ways of calculating persistence length, such as fitting the wormlike
chain model to the fluctuation of the end-to-end distance [125] and extrapolating distance-
dependent fluctuations of bending angles [142]. The former has difficulty in assigning
local bending stiffness, while the latter shows oscillatory behavior due to the helical nature
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Step s pM pm t (s) (M ) (m)
AA/TT 3.4021 (-0.3578 0.9338 -0.0009) (0.9308 0.3566 -0.0801) 14.224.62 0.32 6.69 2.98
AC/GT 3.6500 (-0.1948 0.9808 0.0044) (0.9760 0.1943 -0.0985) 19.776.00 0.37 7.69 3.02
AG/CT 3.4941 (-0.3697 0.9291 0.0052) (0.9230 0.3679 -0.1126) 10.584.87 0.30 5.77 2.80
AT/AT 3.7687 (-0.1753 0.9845 -0.0106) (0.9745 0.1720 -0.1438) 18.287.48 0.45 7.71 3.10
CA/TG 3.4012 (-0.3755 0.9268 -0.0034) (0.9240 0.3740 -0.0798) 15.055.49 0.39 7.22 3.43
CC/GG 3.4823 (-0.2660 0.9640 0.0032) (0.9613 0.2655 -0.0738) 20.535.25 0.43 5.99 3.43
CG/CG 3.4389 (-0.2992 0.9542 0.0004) (0.9502 0.2979 -0.0911) 19.605.31 0.37 6.13 3.44
GA/TC 3.3905 (-0.4140 0.9101 0.0187) (0.9100 0.4143 -0.0156) 14.144.48 0.34 5.51 3.05
GC/GC 3.4859 (-0.2589 0.9659 -0.0014) (0.9615 0.2576 -0.0953) 16.916.83 0.33 5.67 2.85
TA/TA 3.6104 (-0.2901 0.9570 0.0099) (0.9546 0.2901 -0.0671) 18.777.67 0.58 10.19 4.48
Table 3.3: Equilibrium conformations of dinucleotide steps. s: average distance between
centroids (A˚); pM and pm: Coordinates of the major and minor principal axes relative to
the triad of the reference base pair in a dinucleotide step. t: Twist angle (degrees). (s):
standard deviation of the distance between centroids (A˚). (M) and (m): standard de-
viations in the major and minor bending angles (degrees). Since M and m are measured
relative to the centroid pt (= pm  pM ; Fig. 3.3a), their averages are zero.
of DNA [142]. In our case, since we have obtained bending stiffness associated with local
principal axes, persistence length can be estimated directly by lstepp = 2[kBT (
 1
M +
 1
m )]
 1,
where M and m are major and minor bending stiffness [96]. Using this, the effective
persistence length leffp of an oligo containing different dinucleotide steps can be calculated
as [53]
1
leffp
=
X
step
step
1
lstepp
(3.8)
where step is the fraction of a given dinucleotide step type in the sequence.
3.2.7 Analysis of protein-DNA complexes
By using the Nucleic Acid Database, we identified 2318 structures of protein-DNA
complexes and downloaded them from the PDB web site. Among them, structures with
only a single DNA strand or non-standard nucleotides were excluded. After this screening,
1381 structures remained. To avoid end effects, one base pair from each end of the double
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helix was excluded. Steps with non-standard base pairing were also skipped. In the end,
33360 steps were analyzed.
3.2.8 Coarse-grained simulation of DNA oligos
We used the equilibrium angles of triads (Table 4.2) and stiffness (Table 4.3) to con-
struct C-G models of DNA oligos. Motion of each dinucleotide step is described by three
angles, M (major bending), m (minor bending), and t (twist). For simulation, thermal
forces are applied directly to them. This is analogous to an approach of all-atom MD sim-
ulation where internal coordinates such as dihedral angles are used as dynamical variables
rather than Cartesian coordinates of atoms [78]. Apart from its efficiency, using order pa-
rameters directly for equations of motion eliminates the need to control them indirectly by
introducing additional C-G atoms and associated force fields. Time evolution of an angle
 2 fM ; m; tg was done by the Brownian dynamics method [75]:

d
dt
= (t)  : (3.9)
Here,  is measured as deviation from the equilibrium angle, and  is the corresponding
stiffness (Table 4.3). On the left hand side of Eq. 3.9,  is the friction coefficient for .
The Langevin force (t) is a Gaussian white noise that satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem [216]. For integration of Eq. 3.9, we use the stochastic velocity Verlet algorithm
that enables using 10-fold larger integration step compared to conventional Brownian
dynamics integration algorithms [177]. We ignored extension since in the absence of any
large axial load, contribution of extension to the conformational motion of an oligo is
expected to be minimal. Since the equilibrium angles and their stiffness do not specify
dynamical properties, we adjusted  in Eq. 3.9 so that the fluctuation of the corresponding
angle for a given dinucleotide step over time differs from its standard deviation for the
atomisticMD (Table 4.2) by less than 1%. The integration step size wast = 0:001. Since
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only the angles are evolved in time, their values at a given time step were used to build
Cartesian coordinates of the centroids and two arms of a triad for each dinucleotide step.
Center of mass translation and rotation of the oligo are irrelevant to its conformational
motion. For visualization, we placed the oligo’s center of mass at the coordinate origin
and aligned it along the horizontal direction.
To measure lp of a dinucleotide step (or its combination; Fig. 3.17), we used oligos
with lengths ranging from 10 to 1000 base pairs. Each simulation was run for 107 steps.
At every 2000 steps, the end-to-end distance Ree of the oligo was measured. For the
mean square hR2eei, we used the last half of the simulation time, although averaging over
shorter time intervals showed that the system relaxes to equilibrium much earlier during
simulation. We used the equation for the wormlike chain model [125], hR2eei = 2lp[L +
lp(exp( L=lp)  1)] (L: length of the oligo), to obtain the persistence length lp. The same
approach was used to measure lp of 200-bp oligos in Fig. 3.15. The simulation code was
written in C++. For a 1000-bp oligo (the longest we tested), a 107-step simulation took
approximately 1 hour on a single Intel X5560 2.8 GHz processor.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Analysis of dinucleotide step motion
Oligos stayed mostly stable during 100 ns without any significant breakage of base
pairs (Fig. 3.1). We used the last 50 ns for analysis except [ATAT] where base pairs broke
more extensively (Figs. 3.1f and 3.2). For [ATAT] we thus selected 5000 frames where
base pairs stayed intact [39]. Although we calculated elastic stiffness of the CC/GG step
in the A-DNA state using [CCCC*] (Fig. 3.1c), most of our analysis for the CC/GG step
was based on [CCCC] which maintained the B-DNA state.
Conformation of DNA was measured by assigning local triads fe1; e2; e3g to each
base pair [163, 94, 210] (Method). An example analysis of AG/CT is shown in Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.1: Stability and structure of DNA oligos during simulation. Base pairs marked
in boldface in Table 4.1 were monitored. Red: total number of Watson-Crick base pairs,
blue: number of B-form steps, green: number of A-form steps. In (a) to (f), the maximum
number of base pairs is 8 so that up to 7 steps can form. In (g), a total of 6 base pairs
and up to 3 CC/GG steps can form (Table 4.1). Except for (f), all oligos maintain the total
number of base pairs close to the maximum value.
(see Figs. 3.5 and 3.6for other steps). The trajectory of e3 for GC relative to the triad
for AT forms an ellipsoidal set of dots on a unit sphere (orange in Fig. 3.3a). From these
the major and minor bending directions and the corresponding principal axes are found
(pM and pm in Fig. 3.3a; Method). Two-dimensional (2D) histograms of bending an-
gles along these directions can be approximated as products of two independent Gaussian
distributions (Fig. 3.7). Thus, pM and pm indeed agree with the definition of principal
axes where the elastic energy does not have a coupling term between the two angles [97].
Twist is measured about the centroid pt, whose direction also represents the local equilib-
rium curvature of the dinucleotide step (summarized in Table 4.2). The step is the most
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Figure 3.2: Formation and breakage of base pairs in [ATAT]. (a,b) Example breakage
event. (a) The structure is distorted although all base pairs are intact. (b) The base pair
slips normal to the plane of the pair and breaks. (c) Trajectory of base pairing. Panels (a)
and (b) correspond to the base pair 6.
(least) likely to bend in the major (minor) directions (solid red and dashed black circles
in Fig. 3.3a), which is the rotation about pM (pm) (Fig. 3.4). The bending anisotropy is
consistent with previous findings [227, 147, 100]. The major bending direction is approx-
imately in the e1 direction facing the major groove (Figs. 3.3b and 3.6). Histograms of
the projection angles of the dots on major or minor circles are fit well by unimodal Gaus-
sian distributions (Fig. 3.8), suggesting that bending in the principal directions are linearly
elastic. The distribution of twist is more skewed towards smaller angles [33], indicating
that the double helix is easier to unwind than overwind (Fig. 3.8).
2D histograms of the bending vs. twist angles show no noticeable coupling except for
CA/TG and TA/TA, where the steps untwist slightly as they bend in the direction of the
major groove, as can be seen by the high-population region extending along the diagonal
direction in Fig. 3.9c and Fig. 3.9j. On the other hand, twist mostly reduces as the step
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Figure 3.3: Conformational motion of the AG/CT step. Similar analysis for other steps
are in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. (a) Trajectory of e3 for GC (orange dots) relative to the triad
for AT (marked e1–e3). pt: Centroid of the trajectory. Red solid (black dashed) circle
denotes the major (minor) bending direction. pM /pm: Major/minor principal axis. (b)
Illustration of major and minor bending directions (thick red and thin blue arrows). pM
and pm are respectively normal to these directions. Pink arrow: pt. The last frame of
the 100-ns simulation was used for visualization (only a part of the 16-bp oligo around
the step is shown). Views are axial (left), and into the major (middle) and minor (right)
grooves. Directions of motion for positive bending and twist angles are shown in Fig. 3.4.
distance increases (Fig. 3.10). It has been found that DNAs of several kilo base pairs in
length overwind with stretch [54, 113, 190], which apparently contradicts the coupling
between twist and step distance in our simulation. However, stretch measured by the
end-to-end distance in experiments likely involves various deformational modes. As the
major bending is the most compliant deformational mode (see below), with an applied
tension, DNA stretches likely via reduction in the major bending angle rather than through
increase in the step distance. As zero bending angles are measured about pt possessing
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Figure 3.4: Directions of bending and twist that yield positive angles in Fig. 3.8 using the
AG/CT as an example. (a) Major bending, (b) minor bending, and (c) twist. Thick red and
thin blue arrows indicate the major and minor bending directions, which are perpendicular
to respective principal axes.
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Figure 3.5: Trajectories of triads in individual dinucleotide steps (cf., Fig. 3.3a and Ta-
ble 4.4).
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Figure 3.6: Principal axes and equilibrium curvature of of each step (cf., Fig. 3.3b). Top:
view in the direction of pt, lower left/right, view from the major/minor groove. For vi-
sualization, the last frames were used except for AT/AT and TA/TA (80 ns), and CC/GG
(98 ns).
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Figure 3.7: 2D histogram and surface plot of the major and minor bending angles for
each dinucleotide step. Peak values are normalized to 1. Distributions are approximately
symmetric with symmetry axes corresponding to the major and minor axes, indicating that
the elastic energy does not have a coupling term between the two angles.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of the major bending (red), minor bending (black), and twist
(blue) angles. Solid lines without symbols: distributions measured in PDB structures of
protein-DNA complexes. Overall agreement between respective distributions indicate that
during simulation, the dinucleotide steps sample conformational spaces comparable to
those observed in crystal structures.
the equilibrium curvature (Fig. 3.3a), unbending by applied tension will cause the major
bending angle to become negative. Within equilibrium fluctuation without load, although
bending and twist are mostly decoupled, for more negative major bending angles reached
by an applied tension, the twist angle is likely to increase as the conformation moves
towards the upper left corners of the graphs for the major bending angle in Fig. 3.9. This
is consistent with the experimentally observed overwinding under tension [54, 113, 190].
Yet, additional simulations with tensile loads are needed to systematically investigate the
structural mechanism for the stretch-twist coupling of DNA.
Among the helicoidal parameters, roll, tilt, and helicoidal twist (we use ‘helicoidal’ to
distinguish it from the twist as an order parameter in our analysis) describe relative angles
between base pairs in a dinucleotide step [119]. To evaluate them for the equilibrium
states in our simulation, we selected frames where each of the three angles in Fig. 3.8 falls
within a half of its standard deviation from the average. In these frames, dinucleotide steps
have conformations close to the equilibrium ones. We measured their distributions of roll,
tilt, and helicoidal twist, and compared them with distributions for the entire 50-ns period
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Tilt Roll Twsit
Step selected all ratio (%) selected all ratio (%) selected all ratio (%)
AA/TT 3.64 4.49 81 3.60 6.35 57 2.70 4.98 54
AC/GT 4.09 5.09 80 3.01 6.69 45 3.15 6.17 51
AG/CT 3.63 4.21 86 2.98 5.78 51 2.78 4.98 56
AT/AT 4.22 4.91 86 3.26 7.41 44 2.92 8.96 33
CA/TG 3.97 5.19 76 3.86 8.12 48 3.08 5.74 54
CC/GG 3.82 5.24 73 3.23 6.12 53 3.25 5.46 59
CG/CG 4.42 5.82 76 3.26 7.37 44 3.10 5.39 57
GA/TC 3.52 4.69 75 2.88 5.83 49 2.75 4.72 58
GC/GC 3.87 5.14 75 2.84 5.71 50 3.15 6.80 46
TA/TA 4.28 5.78 74 4.41 9.54 46 3.23 7.89 41
Table 3.4: Standard deviations () in tilt, roll, and helicoidal twist for frames that have the
major and minor bending, and twist angles within 0.5 from the respective average values
(selected), compared with those over the entire 50-ns measurement period (all). Units are
in degrees. The ratios of  between the selected and the full data sets are also listed.
(Fig. 3.11). If the width (standard deviation) of the distribution of a helicoidal angle for
the selected frames is comparable to that for the entire time interval, this would mean that
the fluctuation in the helicoidal angle is insensitive to the equilibrium conformation of the
dinucleotide step. The ratio of the widths for roll was 44% (AT/AT) to 57% (AA/TT), and
for the helicoidal twist, it was 33% (AT/AT) to 59% (CC/GG). By contrast, for tilt, it was
73% (CC/GG) to 86% (AG/CT) (Table 4.4; Fig. 3.11). The large variation in tilt is likely
because axes defining helicoidal parameters change orientations relative to the principal
axis set fpm;pM ;ptg during simulation. Fig. 3.12 shows an example snapshot for the
CA/TG step taking the equilibrium conformation while tilt deviates significantly from its
average value. This indicates that the helicoidal parameter tilt is a degenerate quantity
that does not take a well-defined value for the equilibrium conformation of a dinucleotide
step, thus it cannot be used to describe the elastic motion of DNA. As a related issue,
it was suggested that the dinucleotide step deformability can be achieved only by taking
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Figure 3.9: Histograms of the major/minor bending angles versus the twist angle (nor-
malized by peak values). Although high-population regions are mostly round or vertical
(little coupling between bending and twist), for large negative major bending angles, the
histogram is populated more in the region with larger twist angles, suggesting a possible
overwinding upon stretch by unbending of DNA.
into account the couplings between helicoidal parameters [101], and diagonalization of the
stiffness matrix [100, 142] may not be effective due to the degeneracy of tilt. This further
highlights the importance of calculating order parameters based on the principal axes for
describing DNA’s conformational motion as an elastic rod.
3.3.2 Sequence-dependent stiffness and persistence length
We apply the equipartition theorem [96] to the variance of bending angles to calcu-
late the corresponding stiffness (Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6) [94, 210]. Even though twist is more
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of the twist angle versus the step distance (normalized by peak
values). In high-population regions, the step distance and twist angle are more negatively
correlated than between twist and bending angles (Fig. 3.9).
Figure 3.11: Assessing the degeneracy of the helicoidal parameters, roll, tilt, and helicoidal
twist. Symbols: distributions obtained using all frames that we used for Fig. 3.8. Lines
without symbols: distributions for frames where the two principal bending angles and twist
(not helicoidal twist) lie within half the standard deviations from respective averages. For
tilt, the two distributions have nearly the same width (Table 4.4).
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Figure 3.12: Example snapshot of a CA/TG step in near-equilibrium configuration despite
having a large tilt. Triad fe1; e2; e3g for the CG step is in lighter colors than the next triad
fe01; e02; e03g for the AT step. Silver arrows: principal axis set. (a) e03 is aligned with pt
since bending is close to the equilibrium state. (b) Axial view. Twist (14.6) is close to the
average (15.1; Table 4.2). (c) Another view showing tilt ( 9:5). The averagestandard
deviation for tilt is  1:5  5:2 (Fig. 3.11c, Table 4.4).
skewed (Fig. 3.8), we calculate its stiffness as a measure of the torsional flexibility of
DNA (Eq. 3.7). Stiffness calculated using the first and the last half of the 50-ns mea-
surement interval were nearly identical except for [ATAT], where stiffness for the minor
bending and twist decreased over time (Fig. 3.13), but the major bending stiffness that
contributes the most to the overall flexibility of DNA, remains nearly constant over time.
This suggests that the energy landscape in the most compliant major bending direction is
the least rugged, so that the major bending angle equilibrates rapidly. In comparison, a
previous estimate for the minimum simulation length required to attain equilibrium be-
havior of DNA was 20 ns [128]. More recently, microsecond-long simulations have been
performed on systematically chosen oligos by the ‘Ascona B-DNA consortium’ (ABC)
[154]. They revealed that tetramer-level (next-nearest neighbor) effects are pronounced in
several helicoidal parameters. But roll and tilt that represent relative rotation between base
pair steps, only had weak dependence of their average values on flanking steps. Although
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fluctuations in roll and tilt were influenced more in some dinucleotide steps, an adaptive
umbrella sampling study of various DNA oligos showed negligible cooperativity in ener-
getics between adjacent roll angles [198]. And as explained above, tilt does not correlate
strongly with the equilibrium fluctuation of order parameters (Table 4.4; Figs. 3.11, 3.12).
Thus, it is unlikely that tetramer effects have any strong influence on the bending stiff-
ness of dinucleotide steps measured using principal axes. Furthermore, we show below
that distributions of order parameters obtained from simulation agree with those of PDB
structures, which also suggests reasonable sampling (lines without symbols in Fig. 3.8).
In the ABC simulation, helicoidal twist had greater tetramer effects in several din-
ucleotide steps, resulting in non-Gaussian behaviors [154]. This is consistent with the
skewed distribution of twist as an order parameter. In particular, helicoidal twist of the CG
step was distributed with multiple (mostly two) peaks [33, 154]. Although our simulation
time was not sufficient to observe additional peaks in helicoidal twist (data not shown),
since distributions of twist (as an order parameter) in PDB structures do not possess mul-
tiple peaks (Fig. 3.8), any other peaks that might emerge in longer simulations are likely
to be less important for the elasticity of DNA. The ABC simulations also observed behav-
iors such as spontaneous kink formation and base pair opening (cf., Fig. 3.2). Whereas
contributions by such transient states to the overall elasticity of DNA need additional in-
vestigation, our results below suggest that the dinucleotide-level order parameter analysis
describes elasticity of DNA fairly well.
On average, the major bending stiffness varies from 0:47 104 (TA/TA) to 1:52 104
pNA˚2 (GA/TC), and the minor bending stiffness from 2:43 104 (TA/TA) to 6:07 104
pNA˚2 (AG/CT) (Fig. 3.14 and Table 4.3). The general trend that steps containing G
and C are stiffer than those containing A and T is consistent with previous experiments
[36, 66, 144] and simulations [126, 100, 99, 197]. Also, steps with purines on one strand
and pyrimidines on the other have higher stiffness than those with them mixed, likely due
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Figure 3.13: Stiffness of the three deformational modes between dinucleotide steps in each
oligo. Stiffness measured for a given type of dinucleotide step is in Fig. 3.14 and Table 4.2.
Legends in (a), (c), and (e) apply to all panels. Smaller symbols denote calculations based
on the first and the last half of the 50-ns measurement intervals.
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Figure 3.14: Stiffness and persistence length lp of dinucleotide steps. Dots with error bars
are averagestandard deviation for calculations on individual steps in Fig. 3.13. CC/GG in
the A-DNA conformation (from [CCCC*], marked by a star) is stiffer; its minor bending
stiffness (9:37  104 pNA˚2) and extensional stiffness (7:29  102 pN/A˚) are not shown.
See Table 4.3 for numerical values of stiffness and Fig. 3.13 for stiffness of individual
steps.
to better stacking between neighboring bases. This is consistent with a previous structural
analysis of protein-DNA complexes that found sharp bends occur mostly at pyrimidine-
purine steps [147]. TA/TA has the lowest major bending stiffness. Since it is consis-
tently low in all TA/TA steps in [ATAT] (Fig. 3.13f), it is unlikely due to destabilization
of [ATAT]. Besides, the stiffness of the neighboring AT/AT step within the same [ATAT]
oligo is in an intermediate range. Thus, the lower flexibility of TA/TA is unlikely because
of the force field used [64].
Persistence length lp of dinucleotide steps (Method; bottom in Fig. 3.14) can be fur-
ther combined for a given DNA sequence (Eq. 3.8). For five 200-bp oligos previously
studied by cyclization experiments [53], our calculation captures the trend of low ver-
sus high lp though our values are shorter by 3.8–11.5 nm (Fig. 3.15). In fact, single-
molecule DNA looping experiments revealed that oligos are more flexible than estimated
by bulk cyclization experiments [103, 214]. Also, lp in Fig. 3.15 average to 41 nm, which
is very close to previous estimate, 43 nm, based on both simulation [142] and also a
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Step M (104) m (104) t (104) E
GA/TC 1.52 4.94 2.30 360
GC/GC 1.47 5.84 1.02 384
AG/CT 1.43 6.07 2.00 451
CC/GG 1.32 4.01 1.72 228
CG/CG 1.24 3.95 1.66 308
AA/TT 1.03 5.21 2.16 405
CA/TG 0.89 3.92 1.54 275
AT/AT 0.87 5.32 0.92 201
AC/GT 0.84 5.44 1.38 303
TA/TA 0.47 2.43 0.83 122
CC/GG* 1.85 9.37 5.01 729
Table 3.5: Stiffness of each step. M : major, m: minor, t: twist, and E: extension.
Steps are listed in decreasing order of M , as in Fig. 3.14. M , m, and t are in units of
pNA˚2, and E in pN/A˚. CC/GG*: stiffness of the CC/GG step in A-DNA conformation.
recent experiment [23]. Similarly, the calculated twist stiffness, 0.83104 (TA/TA) to
2.30104 pNA˚2 (GA/TC) (Table 4.3), are slightly lower than experimental estimates,
f1.6–2.9g104 pNA˚2 [59, 53, 114]. Note that we used mostly B-DNA conformations
for calculation while DNA may transiently visit other conformations such as A-DNA
(Fig. 3.1) whose stiffness in the case of CC/GG is much higher (Fig. 3.14). A complete
absence of other particles or debris that bind to DNA and alter its conformational motion,
as noted for DNA ligase in bulk cyclization experiments [103], may also contribute to the
higher flexibility of DNA in simulation.
As an additional test, we calculated local stiffness of dinucleotide steps from simula-
tions of two 30-bp oligos that are respectively cleavable (CLV) and non-cleavable (NON-
CLV) by type-II topoisomerase (Method and Table 3.2) [106], and compared them with
those from the oligos in Table 4.1 (Fig. 3.16). Since stiffness is inversely proportional
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of persistence lengths between experiment and simulation. Oligo
names and sequences are from Ref. [53]. ‘LPL’ and ‘HPL’ stand for low and high persis-
tence length, respectively named based on sequence composition. Circle: bulk cyclization
experiment [53]. Triangle: calculation using Eq. 3.8. Square: C-G simulation of oligos
with equilibrium curvature. Diamond: C-G simulation of straight oligos.
Figure 3.16: Predicting elastic stiffness of arbitrary DNA sequences. Open symbols: stiff-
ness measured in simulations of (a) CLV and (b) NONCLV (Table 3.2). Solid symbols:
calculation based on stiffness of individual steps (Fig. 3.14). In (a), cleavage sites by
type-II topoisomerase are marked by stars in the sequence [106].
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to the variance of measured angles (Eqs. 3.5–3.7), uncertainty is higher for smaller vari-
ance, which results in generally greater mismatch between measured and predicted values
for the minor and twist stiffness. Nevertheless, the overall good agreement between the
stiffness calculated based on different oligo sequences supports that local elastic proper-
ties of DNA are determined primarily by nearest-neighbor dinucleotide steps without any
strong influence by tetramer effects, which is consistent with previous experiments and
simulations [67, 53, 198]. As mentioned above, although long ABC simulations revealed
tetramer effects in certain helicoidal parameters, the agreement between dinucleotide-level
model described by principal axes and experiment [53] supports that our analysis provides
a satisfactory picture of the elasticity of DNA. On the other hand, the CC/GG step was
in either A- or B-DNA conformation depending on the sequence of the oligo (Fig. 3.1c
vs. g), suggesting that interactions at the dinucleotide level do not completely determine
DNA conformation. In case different conformational states appear within a long simula-
tion, elasticity of those states can be calculated separately using our approach and then
combined, weighted by their relative abundance.
Of note, in CLV, the major bending stiffness becomes lower starting from the first
topoisomerase cleavage site (C*G in Fig. 3.16a), past the second cleavage site (A*A).
Twist stiffness between the two cleavage sites are also lower than the surrounding regions,
and the mismatch with predictions is higher in this region. As explained below, major
bending and twist are dominant modes of deformation in protein-DNA interactions. The
enhanced flexibility of the cleavage region is reminiscent of the local lability of the colla-
gen triple helix for binding and cleavage by matrix metalloproteinase [210, 29] and also
the actin binding sites in tropomyosin [94]. Further studies are needed to more carefully
determine whether variations in the local flexibility of DNA serves as a recognition signal
for topoisomerase [106].
With the bending stiffness known, we can estimate the conformational relaxation times
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of oligos in water [210, 70]. Denoting the length of an oligo as L (3.4 A˚ per dinucleotide
step), diameter d = 20 A˚, and viscosity of water  = 8:51  10 4 Pas, its slowest
relaxation time is [70]  = c?
f
( L
!1
)4. Here, c? = 4=[ln(L=d) + 0:84] is the transverse
drag coefficient per unit length of the rod, and the constant !1 depends on the boundary
condition, which is 4.73 for unconstrained ends of the oligo. Using the smallest bending
stiffness f = 4:7  103 pNA˚2 for TA/TA (Table 4.3),  = 168 ps for 16-bp oligos (cf.,
Table 4.1) and 1.77 ns for 30-bp oligos (CLV and NONCLV). Thus, elastic fluctuation of
oligos should be well-sampled within the 100-ns simulation time, albeit conformational
transitions may involve longer time scale.
3.3.3 Coarse-grained model of DNA
We use the equilibrium values and stiffness of the order parameters identified from the
atomistic MD simulations (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) to construct C-G models of B-DNA oligos
(a hyphen is used for C-G to avoid confusion with DNA sequence). In our C-G model,
each dinucleotide step has three degrees of freedom, the major bending, minor bending,
and twist (see Methods for simulation details). Many previous C-G models of DNA use a
larger number of effective atoms (thus more degrees of freedom) with the aim of capturing
internal motion or semi-atomistic behaviors such as melting or fraying (see [34, 203] and
references therein). Yet, as explained in Introduction, to describe the elastic motion of
DNA, only the four orthogonal order parameters are needed, of which the three angles
used in our C-G model are the most relevant. This makes our simulation highly efficient.
Time evolution of the system is achieved by the Brownian dynamics method [75].
As a test, we used 10- to 1000-bp oligos with repeating sequence and measured their
lp by fitting the mean-square end-to-end distance to the expression for the wormlike chain
model (Methods and Fig. 3.17). It increases with the oligo’s length, reaching an asymptotic
value that is close to the estimate based on the stiffness of dinucleotide steps (Fig. 3.17a).
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The length dependence of lp is due to the equilibrium curvature of oligos [185, 218]. This
was verified by using modified oligos that are straight in equilibrium but have the same
stiffness as the original, which had no length dependence (Fig. 3.17b). Since lp based on
dinucleotide stiffness only involves the two bending stiffness and not twist (Eq. 3.8), its
agreement with that based on end-to-end distance fluctuation for long oligos indicates that
twist plays little role. To confirm, we prepared another set of oligos that are torsionally
rigid, which indeed had nearly the same lp as the original ones (Fig. 3.17c). Furthermore,
since long oligos had end-to-end distance-based lp approaching the stiffness-based one,
the static persistence length due to intrinsic curvature of DNA [185, 218] plays negligible
role.
Using the C-G model, we measured lp of oligos in Fig. 3.15. Since they are 200-bp
in length, the measured lp are shorter than the stiffness-based ones, while straight oligos
having zero equilibrium curvature had the same lp (square vs. diamond in Fig. 3.15). These
results demonstrate that our C-G model can be used to elucidate various aspects of DNA’s
conformational behavior.
3.3.4 Partitioning of elastic energy in protein binding
An important question regards how the flexibility of an isolated DNA affects bind-
ing to proteins [193], for which we analyzed available x-ray structures of protein-DNA
complexes. Out of 2318 PDB structures initially identified, we selected only those with
standard bases and skipped steps containing broken base pairs, so that our analysis is ap-
plicable. This reduced the number of PDB structures analyzed to 1381, with 33360 steps
(Method). In these structures, since the conformation of a DNA would be determined
mainly by interaction with proteins, crystal contacts likely play little role compared to
cases for DNA-only structures. We calculated distributions of order parameters in indi-
vidual dinucleotide steps (solid lines in Fig. 3.8). Despite the fact that protein-DNA
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Figure 3.17: Length dependence of the persistence length lp in C-G simulation. A recip-
rocal scale is used for the horizontal axis, so the oligo length increases to the right (Num.
bp: Number of base pairs in an oligo). Horizontal arrows on the right of each plot are lp
calculated based on dinucleotide stiffness (Eq. 3.8). (a) Oligos with equilibrium curvature
(Table 4.2). (b) Oligos with zero equilibrium curvature (straight). Their lp show no length
dependence. (c) CGCG oligo possessing equilibrium curvature but twist motion disabled
(square), which behaves nearly the same as the original oligo undergoing twist motion
(triangle). Oligo names here denote the repeating sequence and there are no capping se-
quences in the C-G models as in atomistic MD simulation (Table 4.1). For oligos with
alternating sequences e.g., CGCG, to have equal number of CG/CG and GC/GC steps,
we used odd numbers of base pairs. The ATAT oligo has the largest discrepancy between
the asymptotic value of lp and the stiffness-based lp (open circles in panel (a,b)). This
is because AT/AT and TA/TA had distributions of major bending angles to be the least
Gaussian (Fig. 3.8i,j): Their kurtosis were 2.87 and 1.83, respectively, while they were in
the 0.14–0.42 range for major bending angles in all other dinucleotide steps. Thus, har-
monic approximation to the major bending motion of the AT/AT and TA/TA steps (Eq. 3.9)
becomes less accurate.
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structures and simulations of isolated oligos are compared, the distributions match fairly
well, suggesting that in most cases DNAs bind to proteins without significant deformation.
Greater discrepancy in the distributions for the major bending and twist angles indicate that
the two deformational modes are used more extensively when binding to proteins than the
minor bending. Away from the peaks of distributions, a 2D histogram of bending angles
shows that high curvature or sharp turns of DNA are accomplished by large major bending
angles (star in Fig. 3.18a). As the positive major bending direction aligns approximately
with that of the major groove, our results are consistent with previous suggestions that the
wide major groove tends to interact with proteins [151, 165].
For each PDB structure, we calculated elastic energies of DNA for the major bend-
ing, minor bending, twist, and extension. Since the length of DNA varies among PDB
structures, we averaged the energies per dinucleotide step for each structure, and plotted
them in the increasing order of the total elastic energy per step (Fig. 3.18b and Appendix
B; all energies below refer to average per step). Since partitioning of the elastic energy
among the four modes fluctuates significantly, plots were smoothed using the Savitzky-
Golay filter [159]. Fig. 3.18b thus reveals a general trend rather than features of individual
structures.
Out of 1381 structures, 831 have the total elastic energy less than 2kBT (82.8 pNA˚),
confirming that majority of DNAs that we analyzed do not deform substantially when
binding to proteins. Interestingly, in low-energy structures, twist takes up the major part
of the total elastic energy (inset in Fig. 3.18b). The major bending energy occupies an
increasingly higher portion, and becomes dominant for the total elastic energy above
4.16 kBT (vertical arrows in Fig. 3.18b). For the last 33 structures (total elastic energy
above 10.93 kBT ), extension takes the largest portion. They consist mainly of small
antibiotic-bound structures (echinomycin-bound structures take the three highest elastic
energy, with the side chains of echinomycin inserting between base pairs of DNA [32];
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Figure 3.18: Conformation and energetics of DNAs in protein-DNA complexes. (a) 2D
histogram of the major and the minor bending angles (normalized by the peak value). Star:
structures with large major bending angles. (b) Decomposition of the elastic energy per
dinucleotide step (Appendix B). Horizontal dashed lines mark 2 kBT and 4 kBT . Inset: In-
dividual elastic energies (smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay filter [159]). Vertical arrow:
PDB index above which the major bending energy becomes higher than the twist energy.
Above about 4kBT (base pair stacking energy) [56, 223], the linear elasticity assumption
likely breaks down, so that energies in this regime should be regarded to represent the level
of deformation rather than the actual storage of an elastic energy.
Appendix B) and complexes between DNA and TATA-box binding protein. Since the base
pair stacking free energy is up to about 4 kBT [56, 223], the assumption of linear elasticity
likely breaks down in structures with the total elastic energy comparable to or greater than
this. Instead of actually storing elastic energy, such highly deformed structures should thus
be in different conformational states. Even in those cases, linear elasticity likely plays an
important role during initial stages of binding when protein residues are not fully engaged
into DNA.
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3.4 Conclusions
A fundamental difficulty in understanding the dynamics of DNA is that it involves two
scales: atomistic, and the mesoscale in which DNA behaves as a semi-continuum filamen-
tous molecule. Although internal coordinates at the atomistic level completely specify
DNA conformation, their large number of degrees of freedom make it difficult to describe
mesoscale conformational motion. Helicoidal parameters significantly reduce the number
while effectively describing atomistic-level structures of DNA [41, 119]. However, sim-
ilarly as internal coordinates, they are not suitable order parameters for the motion DNA
as an elastic rod. Without a proper choice of order parameters or reaction coordinates,
energetics associated with conformational changes can be misleading [172]. The degener-
acy of the helicoidal parameter tilt (Table 4.4 and Fig. 3.11) indicates that it partly reflects
internal modes that have no direct relevance to the conformational motion of DNA as an
elastic rod. The present study finds the order parameters by analyzing relative motions
between base pairs in dinucleotide steps. During this procedure, many internal motion as-
sociated with 16 helicoidal parameters are expected to be integrated out. The calculated
equilibrium conformation and stiffness (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) was used to further develop
a C-G model of DNA which elucidates factors affecting the conformational motion of
DNA. If necessary, our C-G model can incorporate nonlinear effects simply by changing
the type of potential e.g., by using a bimodal potential to capture kinking transition. Such
extensibility of our model is possible due to its use of orthogonal order parameters.
We demonstrated that the stiffness calculated for the dinucleotide steps can be used to
construct approximate flexibility maps of oligos with arbitrary sequence and estimate their
persistence lengths. Although longer simulations or enhanced sampling methods may be
needed to gain a more complete picture of DNA elasticity in presence of conformational
transitions, the favorable agreement between our results and experiments in various aspects
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suggests that our analysis based mainly on the B-DNA state in 100-ns production runs for
each oligo, captures major features of the sequence-dependent DNA elasticity.
The present results also elucidate the role of sequence-dependent elasticity in protein-
DNA interactions. Type-II topoisomerase binds to both CLV and NONCLV, but only bends
CLV, indicating that mechanical compliance plays a significant role [106]. Our analysis
suggests that the region containing the cleavage sites in CLV are more labile (Fig. 3.16). In
the case of collagen, the site cleaved by matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) is characterized
by an abrupt transition in stiffness and stability [46, 210]. Presence of a stiff region up-
stream to the MMP cleavage site may facilitate localized unfolding of the cleavage site. It
is possible that a gradient in flexibility of DNAmay also help topoisomerase to induce a re-
gional bend [38]. Such local deformability is likely a general mechanism whereby proteins
recognize target sites on DNA in addition to more static signatures such as kinks [193].
Our analysis further highlights the importance of twist and major bending in protein-DNA
interactions (Fig. 3.18), which likely contribute to determining the binding free energy.
Of another note, in case DNA interacts with multiple ligands [131], establishing a
more complete picture will require additional information including interfacial energies
and kinetics of ligand binding. It is in principle possible to use our method to calculate the
flexibility of a DNA-ligand complex by analyzing relative motions of suitably assigned
triads. Weighted by the lifetime and number of ligands bound along a DNA, it would
then be possible to calculate the effective persistence length as a function of the ligand
concentration [131]. This is a subject of a future study for a specific DNA-ligand system.
Sequence-dependent flexibility and different deformational modes would be important
for constructing DNA nanostructures as well [173, 180]. Since the present approach does
not require any particular atomistic feature to work, it can also be applied to other types of
filamentous systems including DNA in different structural states, RNA, and cytoskeletal
filaments.
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4. SEQUENCE-DEPENDENT EFFECT OF CYTOSINE METHYLATION ON DNA
MECHANICS
4.1 Introduction
DNAmethylation plays a crucial role in gene regulation [15, 85, 186]. For vertebrates,
methylation typically occurs on the C5 atom of cytosine in the CpG dinucleotide step
(Fig. 4.1a) [62, 186]. Cytosine methylation leads to gene suppression [166, 14, 127],
chromosome inactivation [153, 207], and genomic imprinting [111, 83]. Abnormal hyper-
methylation of the CpG-rich region (the CpG island), is frequently observed in cancer cells
[82, 84, 10]. The CpG methylation is heritable [200, 14, 40], highlighting its importance
in development and disease progression.
The methyl group on mCYT (5-methyl-CYT) directly affects the interaction with
DNA-binding proteins. For example, it prevents the binding of transcription factors [220,
208, 72] or allows binding of other proteins such as methyl-CpG-binding domain proteins
that blocks transcription [18, 136, 86, 4, 202]. In addition to affecting the interaction with
individual DNA-binding proteins, methylation can alter chromatin structure, thereby re-
strict accessibility of transcription factors [105, 155, 80, 31, 81, 104, 139]. However, con-
troversial results are reported on the role of methylation for nucleosome formation, that is
either promoted [105, 31, 104] or suppressed [155, 80, 81, 139]. Another study even sug-
gests that CpG methylation has no effect on nucleosome stability [98]. Thus, methylation
can affect the conformational behavior of DNA in different ways, likely depending on the
local sequence around the methylation site. A central aspect in this regard is mechanics.
Flexibility significantly influences protein binding to DNA [88, 16, 171, 215], and pack-
ing of DNA such as in nucleosome formation [155, 81, 140, 139]. Although it is generally
agreed that DNA becomes stiffer upon methylation [35, 189, 155, 81, 139], its dependence
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on local DNA sequence is not established.
Since experiments on DNA mechanics so far does not have the dinucleotide-level res-
olution, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been instrumental for obtaining insight
into the sequence-dependent DNAmechanics [100, 102, 90, 154, 212, 120]. However, pre-
vious computational studies show inconsistent results regarding the effect of methylation,
where it either stiffens [155] or does not affect [209, 90] the CpG step. Another issue with
previous analyses is that the helicoidal parameters [41] were used for stiffness calculation.
Although helicoidal parameters effectively describe the atomistic structure of DNA, they
do not form a suitable set of order parameters describing deformation of DNA as an elastic
rod. In the case of helicoidal tilt, its fluctuation is not centered about the equilibrium con-
formation [212]. We thus developed a principal-axes based description of DNAmechanics
that uses four orthogonal order parameters: two principal axes of bending, twist about an
axis orthogonal to principal axes (which is not the same as the helicoidal twist), and exten-
sion about this axis. This approach allows to link atomistic behavior of dinucleotide steps
to the meso-scale conformational motion of DNA, as well as its deformation upon binding
to proteins [212].
In this study, we perform MD simulation and apply the principal axis-based analysis
to study the mechanical properties of methylated B-DNA. We find strong sequence depen-
dence in the effect of methylation. The stiffness of the MeCpG step (MeC: mCYT) itself
remains similar to the un-methylated ones, whereas its neighbors become generally stiffer.
However, when THY locates on the 5’-side of mCYT, the twist stiffness decreases for both
MeCpG and the adjacent step. Also, hyper-methylation of DNA (more than two consecutive
MeCpG) makes it stiffer compared to the case with isolated MeCpG steps. This is consistent
with the presence of the ‘methylation threshold’ required to inactivate certain genes [71].
In comparison, the equilibrium curvature of DNA is unaffected by methylation except for
oligos whose MeCpG step is flanked by TMeC/GA. The sequence-dependent changes in
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the stiffness of neighboring steps are due to the interaction between the methyl group of
mCYT with the methylene group on the 5’-side deoxyribose and with the methyl group of
THY. We also found that methylation alters the local hydration structure and may influ-
ence the conformational motion of DNA. The atomistic origin for the sequence-dependent
effect of methylation as revealed in the present study will aid with understanding the phys-
ical role of methylation for DNA packaging and interaction with other proteins.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 DNA oligo generation
Oligos used for simulation are listed in Table 4.1. Except for [cg]8 and [cg]6, both
ends of an oligo were capped by d(CGCG)2 to prevent fraying [107, 143, 226]. All oligos
were built in the B-DNA form by using X3DNA [119]. Missing hydrogen atoms in the
initially generated structure were added by using CHARMM [21]. Four oligos, [AAAcg],
[TTTcg], [cg]8, and [CGcg], were used for our main analyses. The first two oligos have
a MeCpG dinucleotide step in the middle, flanked by Ac/gT and Tc/gA, respectively. We
used [cg]6 to compare with [cg]8, for testing its length dependence, and [GCgc] to examine
the effect of having a single GpMeC step.
4.2.2 MD simulation
We used CHARMM version 40a1 [21] with the param36 all-atom force field [64] and
the TIP3P model [87]. Each DNA oligo was solvated in a cubic water box of side length
about 84 A˚ to make the oligo at least 15 A˚ away from the boundary in all directions,
which is larger than the 12-A˚ cutoff for nonbonded interactions. Sodium ions were added
to neutralize the system, resulting in about 90 mM concentration [155, 142, 156]. The elec-
trostatically neutral system was subjected to the initial energy minimization (600 steps of
the steepest descent method followed by 1000 steps of the adapted basis Newton-Raphson
method). During energy minimization, heavy atoms of DNA were harmonically restrained
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Name Sequence Steps Studied
[AAAcg] d(CGCGAAAcgTTTCGCG)
d(CGCGAAAcgTTTCGCG)
Ac/gT, cg/cg
[TTTcg] d(CGCGTTTcgAAACGCG)
d(CGCGTTTcgAAACGCG)
Tc/gA, cg/cg
[cg]8 d(cgcgcgcgcgcgcgcg)
d(cgcgcgcgcgcgcgcg)
cg/cg, gc/gc
[CGcg] d(CGCGCGCGcgCGCGCG)
d(CGCGCGcgCGCGCGCG)
Gc/gC, cg/cg
[cg]6 d(cgcgcgcgcgcg)
d(cgcgcgcgcgcg)
gc/gc
[GCgc] d(CGCGCGCgcGCGCGCG)
d(CGCGCGCgcGCGCGCG)
gc/gc
Table 4.1: Names and sequences of DNA oligos used in simulation. Lower case c and g
mean mCYT and the complementary GUA, respectively.
with a spring constant of 2 kcal/(molA˚2). This constraint was reduced to 1 kcal/(molA˚2)
during the 30-ps heating (0 K to 300 K), and then to 0.2 kcal/(molA˚2) during the 70-
ps equilibration runs. Heating and equilibration were done using the constant pressure
(1 atm) and temperature (CPT) method [45]. Production runs were at 300 K under con-
stant volume (NVT) without any restraint on DNA. They lasted 100 ns except for [GCgc]
that run for 50 ns. We used the SHAKE [176] algorithm to fix the length of covalent
bonds for hydrogen atoms, and used a 2-fs integration time step. The particle-mesh Ewald
(PME) summation method was used to account for long-range electrostatic interactions
[44]. Simulation systems typically had about 61,000 atoms, and the domain decompo-
sition (DOMDEC) module of CHARMM was used to achieve efficient parallelization of
simulation [76]. Coordinates were saved every 10 ps (104 coordinate frames for 100 ns).
Analysis of the coordinate trajectory was done mostly for the last 50 ns (5000 frames).
For [GCgc], the last 25 ns was used (2500 frames). Only the middle 8 base pairs of oligos
were used for analysis, to avoid end effects.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of cytosine methylation on dinucleotide step motion. (a) Structure of
a methylated cytosine. Yellow: methyl group. Green: methylene group of the deoxyri-
bose ring. (b-f) Principal axis-based analysis of dinucleotide step motion (see Methods).
fe1; e2; e3g: Reference triad assigned to the first base pair of a step. For example, for (b),
it is assigned to the A-T pair. fpm;pM ;ptg: equilibrium triad for the next base pair in a
dinucleotide step (pm/pM : minor/major principal axes). Long/short arrows: equilibrium
triads for methylated/un-methylated steps. Name of the oligo from which the analysis was
performed is indicated in each panel. Equilibrium triads for the cg/cg steps in [CGcg]
and [AAAcg] are very similar to that in [cg]8 (panel (e)), and the equilibrium triad for the
Gc/gC step of [CGcg] is also similar to that for gc/gc in [cg]8, hence they are not shown.
Refer to Table 4.2 for detail values. Changes in principal axes and the equilibrium axial
vector pt are minimal except for [TTTcg].
Calculation of standard helicoidal parameters, such as roll, tilt, and helicoidal twist,
was done using X3DNA [119]. Molecular structures in figures were rendered mostly using
VMD [74]. For Fig. 4.12, UCSF Chimera [158] was used to generate the water density
map stored as the electron microscopy mrc format files.
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Step (name) s pM pm t (s) (M ) (m)
Ac/gT [AAAcg] 3.6184 (-0.1878,0.9821,0.0157) (0.9767,0.1885,-0.1023) 19.444.50 0.32 6.22 2.42
Gc/gC [CGcg] 3.5245 (-0.2145,0.9767,0.0076) (0.9727,0.2143,-0.0891) 17.826.26 0.30 5.29 2.39
gA/Tc [TTTcg] 3.7112 (-0.4580,0.8889,-0.0103) (0.8885,0.4574,-0.0369) 6.045.18 0.35 5.46 2.86
gc/gc [cg]8 3.5599 (-0.2572,0.9664,-0.0009) (0.9630,0.2563,-0.0830) 14.525.33 0.28 4.92 2.18
cg/cg [AAAcg] 3.3760 (-0.2946,0.9556,0.0001) (0.9524,0.2936,-0.0825) 22.284.75 0.40 6.11 3.47
cg/cg [CGcg] 3.4435 (-0.3276,0.9448,0.0028) (0.9410,0.3265,-0.0893) 19.225.39 0.37 5.82 3.15
cg/cg [TTTcg] 3.7837 (-0.2350,0.9720,-0.0005) (0.9685,0.2341,-0.0853) 18.496.34 0.40 6.32 3.70
cg/cg [cg]8 3.3268 (-0.3032,0.9529,-0.0028) (0.9467,0.3009,-0.1150) 21.434.83 0.37 5.70 3.61
Table 4.2: Equilibrium conformations of dinucleotide steps regarding methylation. s: av-
erage distance between centroids (A˚); pM and pm: Coordinates of the major and minor
principal axes relative to the triad of the reference base pair. t: Twist angle (degrees).
(s): standard deviation of the distance between centroids (A˚). (M) and (m): stan-
dard deviations in the major and minor bending angles (degrees).
4.2.3 Principal axis-based analysis of DNA mechanics
Details of this method is explained in Ref. [212]. Briefly, local triads (orthogonal coor-
dinate bases) are assigned to individual base pairs. Denote the triads for the two base pairs
forming a dinucleotide step as fe1; e2; e3g and fe01; e02; e03g, respectively. The trajectory
of e03 in the space spanned by fe1; e2; e3g forms an ellipsoidal set of dots (orange dots
in Fig. 4.1). Its centroid vector pt corresponds to the equilibrium bending direction of
the dinucleotide step. The long and short axes of the ellipsoid form the major and minor
bending directions (red and black dashed circles in Fig. 4.1). Axes perpendicular to these
directions are respectively the major and minor principal axes of bending, pM and pm.
The set fpm;pM ;ptg forms a right-handed orthogonal system that we call as the equi-
librium triad. The orientation of the equilibrium triad relative to fe1; e2; e3g represents
the equilibrium conformation of a given dinucleotide step. Note that, unlike helicoidal
parameters that are based on static DNA structures, the principal axes are determined by
local bending motion, and indicate the most/least flexible bending directions. The ma-
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jor/minor bending angle of a step at each time frame can be measured as the the projection
angles of e03 onto the major and minor directions (circles in Fig. 4.1). The reference di-
rection for the bending angle measurement was pt, so that a zero bending angle means
that the dinucleotide step takes an equilibrium curvature at a given time frame. The twist
angle of a step at each frame was obtained by measuring the Euler angle between the
current triad (fe01; e02; e03g expressed in the basis of fe1; e2; e3g) and its equilibrium triad
fpm;pM ;ptg in axial direction. Extension of a dinucleotide step was calculated from the
distance between the centroids of neighboring triads. The stiffness of each deformational
mode was calculated by applying the equipartition theorem [167].
4.2.4 Water density map
Average distribution of water near DNA was obtained by using the solvation map cal-
culation method that we previously developed [164]. Briefly, the space within 15 A˚ from
a given set of atoms was divided into cubic cells of size 0.7 A˚. The fraction of coordi-
nate frames that a water oxygen atom visits this cell divided by the volume of the cell
(0.73 A˚3) yields the local water density. Since the oligo moves in space, coordinate frames
were aligned relative to the given set of atoms. Thus the density map accounts for surface
water molecules moving with the given atoms. In Fig. 4.12, regions with water density
0.054 A 3 (1.5 times higher than the bulk density) are displayed.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Effect of methylation on the stiffness and equilibrium conformations of dinu-
cleotide steps
For most dinucleotide steps, the equilibrium triad fpm;pM ;ptg changes its orienta-
tion very little upon methylation, suggesting that the equilibrium conformation of DNA is
largely unaffected by methylation. [TTTcg] has the largest discrepancy in methylated and
un-methylated equilibrium triads (Fig. 4.1c,f), whose structural origin is discussed below.
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of angles with and without methylation (lines with and without
symbols, respectively). References for the major and minor bending angles (along the red
solid and black dashed circles in Fig. 4.1) are the equilibrium direction pt, so that their
distributions are peaked at zero degrees.
Similar to the un-methylated case [212], distributions of the major and minor bending an-
gles for the methylated cases are Gaussian, which suggests that their bending motion can
be described by linear elasticity. However, the twist distribution is more strongly affected
in several cases (Fig. 4.2c,e,f).
We calculated the stiffness associated with major/minor bending and twist, and com-
pared with those for the un-methylated ones from our previous study [212] (Fig. 4.3, values
are in Table 4.3). Dinucleotide steps that are away from the methylation site have stiffness
that are overall similar to those from our earlier study for un-methylated oligos, though
twist stiffness varies more (yellow region in Fig. 4.3a,b,d). Similarly, for the MeCpG step,
both major (M ) and minor (m) bending stiffness seldom changes upon methylation (star
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Step (name) M (104) m (104) t (104) E
Ac/gT [AAAcg] 1.27 (0.84) 8.40 (5.44) 2.43 (1.38) 416 (303)
Gc/gC [CGcg] 1.71 (1.47) 8.38 (5.84) 1.22 (1.02) 450 (384)
gA/Tc [TTTcg] 1.69 (1.52) 6.15 (4.94) 1.88 (2.30) 338 (360)
gc/gc [cg]8 2.00 (1.47) 10.14 (5.84) 1.70 (1.02) 521 (384)
cg/cg [AAAcg] 1.23 (1.24) 3.82 (3.95) 2.04 (1.66) 262 (308)
cg/cg [CGcg] 1.29 (1.24) 3.76 (3.95) 1.61 (1.66) 301 (308)
cg/cg [TTTcg] 1.38 (1.24) 4.73 (3.95) 1.28 (1.66) 254 (308)
cg/cg [cg]8 1.39 (1.24) 3.48 (3.95) 1.94 (1.66) 305 (308)
Table 4.3: Stiffness of steps related to methylation. M , m, and t are in units of pNA˚2,
and E in pN/A˚. Reference values from previous study are given in parenthesis [212].
in Fig. 4.3). The largest deviation is for m in [TTTcg], increasing by 20% (Fig. 4.3b). In
comparison, a previous study reported that the roll and tilt stiffness (helicoidal parameters)
increase for the MeCpG step [155], which we did not observe in our calculation (Fig. 4.4).
More prominent increase in bending stiffness is observed for steps neighboring the
MeCpG step (marked ‘N’ in Fig. 4.3). The major bending stiffness increases up to 56%
([AAAcg]), and the minor bending stiffness increases up to 74% ([cg]8). The twist stiff-
ness t also increases, except that a consistent decrease was observed for [TTTcg], where
t for the MeCpG step itself was also lower (Fig. 4.3b).
Taken together, methylation generally makes the neighboring steps stiffer rather than
the methylated step itself, and twist becomes either stiffer or more flexible, depending on
the sequence. The structural origin for this behavior is explained below. It is also worth
noting that, as the density of methylation increases (Fig. 4.3c,d; [cg]8 vs [CGcg]), the stiff-
ness is further enhanced. This indicates that hyper-methylation of the CpG island greatly
alters the mechanical property of DNA, which may have implications in processes such as
chromosome inactivation [153, 207], cancer pathology [82, 84, 10], and the requirement
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Figure 4.3: The stiffness of dinucleotide steps divided by the values from their un-
methylated counterpart from our previous study [212]. The MeCpG step is marked by
a star. The neighboring steps are marked by ‘N,’ and the un-methylated regions are in
yellow background.
of ‘methylation threshold’ for inactivating certain genes [71].
For comparison, we measured the helicoidal parameters that describe the DNA struc-
ture closer to the atomistic level (Table 4.4). Overall, greater changes upon methylation
were observed for [AAAcg] and [TTTcg], suggesting that they underwent greater defor-
mation than other oligos tested. We used fluctuations of roll, tilt, and helicoidal twist,
to calculate the corresponding stiffness for each step (Fig. 4.4). These three helicoidal
parameters correspond approximately to the two bending angles and twist in our princi-
pal axis-based approach. Although their stiffness are also somewhat enhanced for steps
neighboring the methylated step, the extent of change is much smaller than the stiffness
calculated based on our approach (Fig. 4.3 vs. 4.4). This shows that our analysis based on
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Step [oligo] Shift Slide Rise
Ac/gT [AAAcg] 0.00590.6733(0.40060.6864) -0.05700.5573(-0.03990.6650) 3.20760.3524(3.23220.3869)
gA/Tc [TTTcg] -0.01960.7048(-0.35090.5559) 0.52190.6041(0.38080.5193) 3.28030.3312(3.37750.3094)
gc/gc [cg]8 -0.01520.5017(-0.02610.6787) -0.17400.4050(-0.07200.4672) 3.13800.3351(3.25040.3569)
Gc/gC [CGcg] -0.03000.6080(-0.02610.6787) -0.13380.4243(-0.07200.4672) 3.19960.3481(3.25040.3569)
cg/cg [AAAcg] 0.06210.6200(0.01010.6474) 0.71390.5599(0.35750.5470) 3.63090.3789(3.48690.3485)
cg/cg [cg]8 0.00000.6385(0.01010.6474) 0.42010.5378(0.35750.5470) 3.58670.3492(3.48690.3485)
cg/cg [CGcg] 0.00840.6498(0.01010.6474) 0.52300.5326(0.35750.5470) 3.52770.3454(3.48690.3485)
cg/cg [TTTcg] -0.01080.6597(0.01010.6474) 0.85670.7005(0.35750.5470) 3.36320.3540(3.48690.3485)
Step [oligo] Tilt Roll Helicoidal Twist
Ac/gT [AAAcg] -0.29224.6122(0.60235.0852) 2.81085.1950(3.26816.6852) 31.2004.870(31.5756.170)
gA/Tc [TTTcg] -0.08215.0135(-0.83184.6911) 5.40235.6451(1.38805.8302) 34.0955.536(40.0304.720)
gc/gc [cg]8 -0.07404.2847(-0.11385.1440) 2.30724.8469(2.83475.7120) 31.7905.519(34.2406.803)
Gc/gC [CGcg] -0.25404.8264(-0.11385.1440) 2.65045.2308(2.83475.7120) 32.6486.314(34.2406.803)
cg/cg [AAAcg] 0.67156.2185(0.14165.8246) 8.48217.4975(8.77497.3696) 36.7674.966(34.3175.391)
cg/cg [cg]8 0.06195.8176(0.14165.8246) 10.5916.800(8.77497.3696) 36.3884.992(34.3175.391)
cg/cg [CGcg] -0.04105.6787(0.14165.8246) 9.15317.2039(8.77497.3696) 35.5265.523(34.3175.391)
cg/cg [TTTcg] 0.07435.9956(0.14165.8246) 10.3697.197(8.77497.3696) 29.3306.285(34.3175.391)
Table 4.4: Average helicoidal parameters. Values for the un-methylated reference (in
parenthesis) are from Ref. [212].
orthogonal order parameters yields more sensitive measure of the changes in mechanical
properties of DNA.
The extensional stiffness (E) ratio compared with un-methylated is given in the Fig. 4.5.
In [AAAcg], the MeCpG step’s E decreases, and that of all other steps increases. For
[TTTcg], E of MeCpG and its neighbors decreases, with an increase in the region beyond.
In [CGcg] and [cg]8, E of MeCpG step changes little, with neighbor increased but beyond
region unaffected. This trend is quite similar to the twist, which could be due to a coupling
between twist and extension [124, 54].
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Figure 4.4: Stiffness ratio of helicoidal roll, tilt, and twist for dinucleotide steps measured
between methylated and un-methylated oligos. The same data used for Fig. 4.3 were used
for analysis. Note that the vertical axis has the same range as in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: Extensional stiffness ratio, methylated over un-methylated. The trend shows
some similarity to twist.
4.3.2 Structural basis for the altered stiffness
The sequence-dependent changes in the stiffness can be explained mostly in terms of
the interaction between the methyl group of mCYT and other groups of the neighboring
nucleotide, in particular the C2’ methylene of the deoxyribose ring (Fig. 4.6a). Due to the
right-handed structure of B-DNA, nucleotide on the 5’ side of MeCpG may interact with
the mCYT-methyl group. We first consider bending stiffness of steps that do not involve
THY, whose methyl group introduces additional interaction. The steric repulsion between
the mCYT-methyl group and the methylene group of neighboring bases suppresses both
major and minor bending motions (Fig. 4.6a,b). This leads to an increase in bending
stiffness of the steps neighboring MeCpG. For the MeCpG step itself, the methyl groups do
not interact and its bending motion is unaffected (Fig. 4.6b; Fig. 4.3a,b,d). Since the steric
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Figure 4.6: Interaction between the mCYT-methyl group and adjacent nonpolar groups
(arrows with solid line). Yellow: mCYT-methyl, green: C2’ methylene, purple: THY-
methyl groups. (a,b) Examples of the steric interaction between mCYT-methyl and C2’
methylene groups, leading to the suppression of bending. The equilibrium triad for the
methylated step is shown in each panel.(a) [CGcg] viewed along pM . Curved arrow:
steric clash between mCYT-methyl and C2’ methylene groups upon major bending. (b)
[AAAcg] viewed along pm. Curved (solid) arrow: steric clash of the methyl groups upon
minor bending (twist). Dashed arrow denotes lack of interaction between methyl groups
within a MeCpG step. (c) [TTTcg]. Curved arrow: steric clash between methyl groups
of mCYT and the neighboring THY upon minor bending. Similar effects are present for
major bending, but the minor bending stiffness is affected more than the major bending
stiffness does (Fig. 4.3b). (d) Snapshots of conformations with high and low interaction
energy between methyl and methylene groups in [CGcg].
effect occurs only upon bending, the equilibrium conformation of the steps are largely
unaffected by methylation (Fig. 4.1).
In [TTTcg], the methyl group of THY that is bulkier and more protruding compared
to the C2’ methylene, has a greater influence. The equilibrium conformation of the din-
ucleotide steps differ more significantly compared to steps without THY on the 5’ side
(Fig. 4.1c,f). The THY-methyl group may also restrict the bending motion, for which the
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Figure 4.7: Interaction energy (electrostatic and van der Waals) between one mCYT
methyl group and its neighbor C2’ methylene group (Fig. 4.6). In [cg]8, it is calculated for
a single pair of groups in the middle of the oligo. Percentage of frames where the inter-
action energy exceeds 1.2 kcal/mol (two times the thermal energy at 300 K) are indicated
in each panel. These are cases when steric repulsion occurs via large deformation (cf.,
Fig. 4.6d).
minor bending appears to be more affected than the major bending (rotation about pm in
Fig. 4.6c), which results in the increase of m in both MeCpG and its neighboring steps of
[TTTcg] (Fig. 4.3b). The steric repulsion effect can be seen by the occasional presence of
large positive interaction energy (Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). Whereas the mCYT-methyl and C2’-
methylene groups also have negative interaction energies (Fig. 4.7), mCYT-methyl and
THY-methyl groups always have positive interaction energies (Fig. 4.8), which supports
that the presence of THY on the 5’ side leads to the deformation of the step (Fig. 4.1c,f).
Twist stiffness t shows more complex sequence dependence. For [AAAcg], [cg]8,
and [CGcg], the increase in t for the neighboring steps of MeCpG (Fig. 4.3a,c,d) is again
due to the steric repulsion with the methylene group (Fig. 4.6b). However, for [TTTcg], t
decreases for both MeCpG and its neighboring steps. In the former case, since the equilib-
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Figure 4.8: Interaction energy between methyl groups of THY and mCYT. This energy is
always positive, indicating its repelling nature.
rium conformation is unaffected, the interaction with the neighboring C2’ methylene group
may only restrict conformational motion including twist. In the latter case, the steric clash
between the two methyl groups leads to distortion of the structure, to which the twisting
motion may have nontrivial dependence. The distortion can be gleaned from changes in
the equilibrium triad (Fig. 4.1c,f) and also in helicoidal parameters (Table 4.4). Since the
methyl groups in [TTTcg] line up along the major groove, suppression of bending motion
is expected (Fig. 4.9). This lining up of nonpolar methyl groups also alter the hydration
shell along the major groove, which likely contributes to its reduced twist stiffness (see
below).
Although steric interactions involving mCYT-methyl with C2’ methylene and THY-
methyl groups are the basis for the overall increase in the stiffness of steps neighboring
a methylated step, there are variations for which structural mechanism is unclear. As
noted above, the twist stiffness of the neighboring steps in [TTTcg] decreases. In contrast,
it increases for the AA/TT step that is next neighbor to MeCpG in [AAAcg] (Fig. 4.6a;
Fig. 4.10). Increased presence of nonpolar methyl groups in THY and mCYT affect local
hydration structure, which may contribute to enhancing the next-neighbor effect [154].
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Figure 4.9: Water molecules around MeCpG of [TTTcg] on the major groove side. Methyl
groups next to MeCpG squeeze the water distribution and hence the elongated water blob
in other oligos disappears in this oligo.
Figure 4.10: Twist distribution of AA/TT step in next neighbor of MeCpG of [AAAcg] and
reference. The distribution becomes narrower and shifted.
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Figure 4.11: (a) (methylated) GC/GC stiffness ratio comparison of four oligos: [CGcg],
[cg]8, [cg]6, and [GCgc]. Oligo [cg]6 has six repeated MeCpG steps, and [GCgc] has one
non-physiological GpMeC step. (b) Illustration of interaction in GpMeC step. There are
repulsion from both 5’-sides.
Another intriguing aspect is the greater increase in stiffness for [cg]8, which has con-
secutive MeCpG steps. A possible reason for this increase is suppression of local defor-
mation by the viscous drag acting on the oligo, which may increase as the oligo becomes
stiffer and longer. In a limiting case, if only a single dinucleotide step in the middle can
deform with other parts of the oligo being rigid, deformation of the step would require a
rigid-body motion of the rest of the oligo. Viscous drag on the oligo will suppress confor-
mational fluctuation of the step, resulting in a higher apparent stiffness of the step. In this
scenario, the apparent stiffness is expected to increase with the length of the oligo, since
it will experience greater viscous drag. However, stiffness measured for [cg]6 were nearly
the same as those for [cg]8 (Fig. 4.11a). We instead found the stiffness enhancement to
be a more local effect: The two mCYT within a gc/gc step have steric interaction with
C2’ methylene groups on both DNA strands (Fig. 4.6b vs. Fig. 4.11b). To further test
this, we used [GCgc] that contains a GpMeC step (not physiologically relevant [62, 186]).
Despite having a single GpMeC step, its stiffness are similar to those of [cg]8 (Fig. 4.11a),
which confirms that the stiffness enhancement is mainly due to interaction between two
consecutive methylated steps.
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4.3.3 Methylation-induced changes in surface water structure
In addition to intra-DNA interactions, surface water molecules that form hydrogen
bonds with DNA and among themselves, may influence the conformational motion of
DNA. While ions also form contacts with DNA and affect its conformation and dynamics,
in our simulation, only monovalent ions were used, which had at most 7% contact occu-
pancy with DNA, thus they were not considered. We calculated the water density map for
individual MeCpG steps and its neighbor base pairs (Fig. 4.12).
There is a concentrated hydration shell at the center of MeCpG step on the major
groove side in the 4 methylated oligos, whereas in the reference case without methyla-
tion (Fig. 4.12e), the hydration distribution at the same position is discrete. This finding
supports methylation can bring about more connected water interaction, and hence makes
DNA stiffer. Within the 4 methylated oligos, this hydration shell is elongated except for
[TTTcg] (dark red in Fig. 4.12b), which is mainly due to the restraint of methyl groups
of THY on 5’-side repelling the water molecules. This comparably smaller hydration
shell has less restriction on twist, and consequently results in the flexible twist motion of
MeCpG and neighbor steps in [TTTcg]. It can be found water density near GUA is bulky
in all the methylated oligos. Since hydration shell also forms near non-polar groups [164],
these densities arise as a part of the hydration shell surrounding the mCYT methyl group
(yellow in Fig. 4.12).
On the minor groove side the water distribution again shows sequence-dependence. In
[AAAcg], there is a distinctive doughnut shape water layer in the middle, probably due to
the narrow groove that forces water molecules to connect. For the other 4 oligos (including
reference), there are two hydration shells parallel along the backbone of DNA, and among
them, the reference one has the smallest shell, indicating the effect of methylation even the
modification is not on the minor groove side.
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Figure 4.12: Water density map around MeCpG of (a) [AAAcg], (b) [TTTcg], (c) [cg]8,
(d) [CGcg], (e) reference CG/CG step. The bases used to orient are MeCpG or CG/CG
and its immediate neighbor base pairs. Methyl groups from MeCpG are colored in yellow,
methylene prior to mCYT in green, and methyl groups of THY in [TTTcg] in dark red.
It is known hydration force is a fatal factor in biomolecular interaction [201, 26, 164].
Now that water distribution around methylated step changes, it may favor different pro-
teins. This binding affinity change is one of the main hypotheses to explain methylation
induced genomic regulation [220, 208, 72, 18, 136, 86, 4, 202]. The hydration distribution
varies by virtue of methylation found in this study can provide a substantial support to this
explanation.
4.4 Conclusions
In this study, we found the methylation of CpG can generally enhance the stiffness of
neighbor dinucleotide steps, with the MeCpG step itself less affected. This is by reason of
the interaction of methyl group with hydrogen atoms on the 5’-side deoxyribose. If the
5’-side base of mCYT is THY, the twist stiffness around would decrease. High density
of methylation can further increase the stiffness, and may relate to diseases development.
The hydration distribution is affected upon methylation, which could influence the stiff-
ness, and may favor different proteins to be bound and therefore affect the initiation of
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transcription and realize the gene regulation.
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5. CONCLUSION
Our analysis shows collagen cleavage site indeed has a transition in bending stiffness,
from a rigid region to a flexible region. One of the heterotrimer isomers behaves more
dynamic than the other two, making it readily cleavable and the most possible candidate
present in vivo. We demonstrated mechanical environment acts as a central role in regu-
lating the conformation and vulnerability to hydrolysis of collagen monomer. This finding
resolves controversial results from collagen extension experiments, indicating the validity
of our study. With the knowledge on the relationship between mechanical environment
and collagen cleavage, researchers will have a deeper insight into tissue turnover and re-
modeling. The homotrimer’s resistance is because of the Arg residues downstream to
the cleavage site, which can stabilize the triple-helical structure. This resistance mecha-
nism could help people understanding homotrimer’s role in fetal development and cancer
progress.
Limitation of this work is it doesn’t include the effect of MMPs. Therefore, simulation
with MMPs could be a future direction. Currently there is a crystal structure available
[123] that can serve as a good starting point. Key interactions between collagen and MMP-
1 can be identified. Also the reaction coordinate from collagen unwinding to the state of
one collagen chain located at the active site of MMP-1 will be appealing, since we can
understand the atomistic details of the process of cleavage. Further work can consider the
role of tension applied on collagen during this process of conformational change.
DNA study shows sequence-dependent mechanical properties of DNA, which will be
much useful in DNA packaging and binding studies, as well as DNA engineering (DNA
origami). Results indicate that our principal-axes based analysis is more appropriate to
describe DNA as an elastic rod, which makes the construction of DNA mesoscale model
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possible. Traditionally used helicoidal parameters set is degenerate and not suitable for
such a purpose. The coarse-grained model built based on our data replicates the exper-
imental data pretty well. We can further applied it to the DNA looping and packaging
studies. This newly developed method can be applied to any filamentous structure.
We also investigated the effect of methylation. We found the pattern of stiffness change
and hydration distribution variation. These findings can provide more specific information
on the DNA behavior changes after decoration, and could ultimately aid in elucidating the
mechanism of its role in gene regulation.
A future work could be studying influence of other epigenetic modifications, such as
oxidation of mCYT. It is also worth simulating DNA-protein complexes before and after
methylation, to quantify the changes interaction energy and hydration shell. Histones and
promoters are the most relevant proteins to look into.
Our current project is focused on kinesin and microtubule (MT) interaction. By ap-
plying force at different pulling direction of kinesin, at different adenosine binding states,
we will identify the key residues in the pulling process as well as how the conformational
change upon different adenosine binding affects the affinity between kinesin and MT. This
will be helpful to understand the walking cycle of kinesin on MT.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB code to calculate principal axes
matrix=load(’triads.dat’); % triad already built and stored in this file
opfile1=fopen(’./bend/major_int1.dat’,’w’);
opfile2=fopen(’./bend/minor_int1.dat’,’w’);
opfile3=fopen(’./bend/info_int1’,’w’);
kb=0.13806;
Temp=300;
format long
tn=16; % number of triad in each frame
an=64; % number of triad in each frame * 4
int=1;
for i=1:5000 % from first to last frame
for j=3:tn-int-2 % from first to last triad want to calculate
E1=matrix((i-1+5000)*an+(j-1)*4+1,:); % read triad
E2=matrix((i-1+5000)*an+(j-1)*4+2,:);
E3=matrix((i-1+5000)*an+(j-1)*4+3,:);
F3=matrix((i-1+5000)*an+(j-1+int)*4+3,:);
o1=matrix((i-1+5000)*an+(j)*4,:); % read origin
o2=matrix((i-1+5000)*an+(j+int)*4,:);
D(i,j)=norm(o2-o1); % calculate distance
px(i,j)=dot(E1,F3); % calculate projection
py(i,j)=dot(E2,F3);
pz(i,j)=dot(E3,F3);
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end
end
for j=3:tn-int-2
dots=[px(:,j) py(:,j) pz(:,j)];
xmin=min(px(:,j)); % range to find minimum
xmax=max(px(:,j));
ymin=min(py(:,j));
ymax=max(py(:,j));
reso=0.002; % resolution for increment of Cart coor
dist=10000; % arbitary set an initial great circle distance summation
reso2=0.001; % resolution for increment of angle
dist2=1000000; % arbitary set an initial great circle distance square summation
for tempx=xmin:reso:xmax
for tempy=ymin:reso:ymax
tempz=sqrt(1-tempxˆ2-tempyˆ2);
tempCen=[tempx tempy tempz]; % temporary centroid
dotprod=tempx*dots(:,1)+tempy*dots(:,2)+tempz*dots(:,3);
%%%% central angle vector of all dots with candidate centroid
tempDist=sum(acos(dotprod)); % sum of the distance
if imag(tempDist) > 0.002
fprintf(’imaginary part in 1st calculation at triad %i is %f,...
might be an error!\n’,j,imag(tempDist))
end
if tempDist < dist
dist=tempDist; % new minimum
Cen(j,:)=tempCen; % new ’centroid’
end
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end
end
%%%%%%%%%%% Spherical Centroid Found %%%%%%%%%%
init_norm=cross(Cen(j,:),[1,0,0]);
normal0=init_norm/norm(init_norm); % normal of temporary major circle
norm_norm=Cen(j,:) %%%% the normal of the great circle of the
%%%% cluster of normal for candidate major spherical axis
for deg=0:reso2:pi
tempNorm=cos(deg)*normal0+sin(deg)*cross(norm_norm,normal0);
%%%% normal of temporary major circle
w=cross(tempNorm,norm_norm);
u=norm_norm;
dotprod2=u(1)*dots(:,1)+u(2)*dots(:,2)+u(3)*dots(:,3);
dotprod3=w(1)*dots(:,1)+w(2)*dots(:,2)+w(3)*dots(:,3);
tempDist2=norm(acos(sqrt(dotprod2.ˆ2+dotprod3.ˆ2)))ˆ2;
%%%% sum of square of distance to candidate major great circle axis
if tempDist2 < dist2
dist2=tempDist2;
Norm_maj(j,:)=tempNorm;
end
end
var_min(j)=dist2/5000; % distance (angle) variance to major circle
%%%%%%%%%%% Major Spherical Axis Found %%%%%%%%%%%
Norm_min(j,:)=cross(Norm_maj(j,:),norm_norm); % normal of minor bending circle
w2=cross(Norm_min(j,:),norm_norm);
dotprod4=u(1)*dots(:,1)+u(2)*dots(:,2)+u(3)*dots(:,3);
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dotprod5=w2(1)*dots(:,1)+w2(2)*dots(:,2)+w2(3)*dots(:,3);
var_maj(j)=norm(acos(sqrt(dotprod4.ˆ2+dotprod5.ˆ2)))ˆ2/5000;
%%%% distance (angle) variance to minor circle
%%%%%%%%%%% Minor Spherical Axis Found %%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf(opfile3,’ For case interval %i triad %i,\n centroid is (%f,%f,%f),...
\n major axis norm is (%f,%f,%f),\n minor axis norm is ...
(%f,%f,%f)\n\n’,int,j,Cen(j,:),Norm_maj(j,:),Norm_min(j,:));
end
for k=3:tn-int-2
kf_maj(k)=kb*Temp*mean(D(:,k))/var_maj(k); % stiffness calculation
kf_min(k)=kb*Temp*mean(D(:,k))/var_min(k);
fprintf(opfile1,’%i %.6f\n’,k,kf_maj(k));
fprintf(opfile2,’%i %.6f\n’,k,kf_min(k));
end
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APPENDIX B
Average elastic energy per base pair in PDB
Table B.1: Total elastic energy ET per base pair (pNA˚) in PDB
structures analyzed. Structures are listed in an increasing order of
ET in each column, as in Fig. 3.18b.
PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET
2BCQ 9.12 2R2U 16.85 3PML 23.62 1JKQ 29.17 3FSI 31.46
2PFN 11.59 2BCR 17.35 3HX0 23.66 3HDD 29.17 1RZT 31.55
2PFQ 11.98 3PNC 17.57 3CO6 24.56 3RZL 29.34 3VEB 31.65
2BCS 12.92 3PMN 17.66 2BCU 24.57 9ICH 29.40 1JKO 31.73
2PFO 13.05 2IHM 17.68 3MGI 26.03 1KU7 29.48 8ICC 31.99
3HW8 13.06 3AAF 18.88 3RZM 26.36 3GLF 30.31 1ZQN 32.02
1XSP 13.65 3ZVN 19.31 1TRO 27.34 2ZCJ 30.60 8ICF 32.63
4K4G 14.44 1YFL 19.48 2R2R 27.55 2GWS 30.61 9ICG 32.72
3V72 14.94 2R2T 19.64 3OD8 27.56 1ZQR 30.69 3GLG 32.79
3V7K 15.58 3L2C 20.08 2G1P 28.11 2VOA 30.95 1Z9C 32.85
4K4I 15.84 3MGH 20.09 1ZQI 28.21 1NLW 31.11 2I13 32.96
1DNK 15.97 3TED 20.44 3LDY 28.50 2Z6U 31.15 1KBU 33.13
4KB1 15.99 1D1U 21.08 2C6Y 28.53 3GFI 31.23 1XSL 33.26
3V7J 16.64 3G73 23.40 3MHT 29.04 3BQ1 31.36 1FJX 33.37
Continued on the next page
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PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET
8ICJ 33.39 4IRI 35.76 4ECX 37.53 1REP 39.15 4IHS 40.64
8ICO 33.66 1S9F 35.80 8ICI 37.56 1APL 39.24 4G82 40.68
1ZAA 33.82 1DU0 35.89 2FJV 37.64 4OSK 39.26 1BC7 40.69
2R9L 33.85 4AUW 35.96 2WBU 37.69 3F2C 39.26 3US0 40.69
1ZQM 34.08 1XO0 35.98 1A1H 37.70 3BQ0 39.41 2Z3X 40.74
3MLN 34.17 1ZQH 36.06 1V15 37.70 4ECU 39.53 1ZTT 40.84
1ZQP 34.18 4J9R 36.19 3PR5 37.77 1KSY 39.65 2EUZ 40.89
1C0W 34.20 1ZQC 36.19 4ED6 38.01 4OSH 39.72 2C5R 40.90
4E9G 34.24 2EVG 36.20 1G2F 38.02 3ODA 39.74 3CO7 40.99
3COA 34.54 2AS5 36.28 4ECQ 38.17 1A1L 39.84 1ZQO 40.99
3A01 34.67 1JK2 36.38 2O49 38.30 4A12 39.84 9ICJ 41.12
8ICK 35.00 4HQE 36.48 4ED1 38.67 1ZQF 39.87 3FYL 41.17
4J9S 35.04 4JBM 36.81 4ECY 38.77 4ED2 39.92 2WBS 41.48
2ETW 35.11 2R2S 36.98 1A1F 38.79 1SXQ 40.02 4ED3 41.52
2EUV 35.28 4ED7 37.32 4H0E 38.82 9ICA 40.03 3BQ2 41.60
1ZQS 35.30 1U8R 37.36 1DRG 38.83 1RH6 40.15 2HOS 41.70
4ITQ 35.47 1AAY 37.46 1JX4 38.94 4ECR 40.39 2EVF 41.73
3JSO 35.57 1G2D 37.48 4ECW 38.97 4FZX 40.41 3GLI 41.79
4EOT 35.66 3OA6 37.50 8ICZ 38.98 1FJL 40.41 4HF1 41.81
2IEF 35.72 4KB0 37.50 4ECZ 39.01 4HP3 40.58 1S97 41.82
1ZQB 35.72 1ZQT 37.52 3DSD 39.02 4ECV 40.61 2DRP 41.88
Continued on the next page
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PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET
4ED8 41.90 8ICM 43.23 3LNQ 44.86 1H6F 46.76 3PVP 48.29
1JK1 41.90 2PI5 43.34 3TQ1 44.91 4NE1 46.82 2A07 48.30
4ED0 41.99 3M4A 43.36 1A1K 44.94 4KLG 46.87 1PP7 48.30
2BZF 42.10 1MNN 43.36 1PUE 45.00 1ZG1 47.05 1OCT 48.31
1NKP 42.18 1CEZ 43.45 2ERE 45.02 4OSJ 47.20 4KNY 48.36
3DSC 42.37 1QAI 43.47 3PVV 45.16 4J9P 47.20 2X6V 48.48
1TRR 42.39 2PZS 43.70 4JWM 45.35 2EUW 47.24 3MLO 48.58
2HOT 42.41 4ECT 43.73 2EVI 45.49 1LE8 47.25 2C9N 48.73
4ECS 42.54 3QYM 43.79 1E3O 45.75 4CRX 47.25 1IMH 48.74
3ZVK 42.54 3A5T 43.85 1PVP 45.76 3JTG 47.50 4OSM 48.79
2EVJ 42.68 4J19 43.89 1AKH 45.90 2DNJ 47.53 3QOQ 48.84
3ZQL 42.69 3M7K 43.90 1OWR 45.93 1ZTW 47.63 3G0R 48.90
1A1G 42.70 1D5Y 43.98 1A1I 46.15 3Q8K 47.66 4OSV 48.93
1ZG5 42.74 3SSE 44.05 1UUT 46.18 3BRF 47.69 1NJX 49.00
1IGN 42.91 2O4A 44.15 2ISZ 46.23 2HR1 47.79 1S10 49.08
1P47 42.95 1XC9 44.23 9ANT 46.40 4EVV 47.90 2O8B 49.16
3U3W 42.96 2YVH 44.48 4KAZ 46.51 3O9X 47.93 1PVR 49.17
4EGZ 43.00 2R0Q 44.53 2C9L 46.51 2IT0 47.95 3G6Q 49.27
3G6U 43.03 1HLO 44.63 4GFB 46.56 2VWJ 47.95 4KLF 49.31
3Q5F 43.09 1BDT 44.65 2EUX 46.60 2D5V 48.02 3OSG 49.53
3QYN 43.09 3OGU 44.68 1KSX 46.71 1B8I 48.14 4R65 49.55
Continued on the next page
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PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET PDB ID ET
2I9K 49.56 1J1V 50.50 4OSS 52.67 1YRN 53.42 2HDD 54.91
3UFD 49.67 3GV8 50.58 1P71 52.74 2FMS 53.60 2XSD 54.96
3PR4 49.70 4OSZ 50.98 1YA6 52.76 4KLO 53.62 3KET 55.05
2QL2 49.72 1F2I 51.00 4J9Q 52.84 4KLH 53.69 3GZ6 55.08
4KLJ 49.83 1ODH 51.15 3N6S 52.91 3WU1 53.73 3SI6 55.23
1IG7 49.92 4IBU 51.25 4KLE 52.95 2Z9O 53.74 3D0A 55.25
4L0Y 49.92 4OT0 51.36 1H88 52.95 1HJC 53.83 1PDN 55.26
1ZQD 49.96 3MKW 51.55 1I6J 52.98 4OT3 53.83 4AIJ 55.28
1ZQL 50.04 1F44 51.64 2DPU 53.01 4IWR 53.86 3MX4 55.36
8ICB 50.09 3BEP 51.72 1S9K 53.06 2Z6Q 53.90 4FJH 55.39
3QMC 50.11 1HDD 51.73 3FDQ 53.07 1B72 54.05 3C25 55.39
3G9M 50.16 3JR9 51.97 1S0O 53.14 4OSW 54.07 3MU6 55.40
1PVQ 50.17 4KLI 52.38 4E0J 53.17 4J2X 54.20 3G9I 55.44
4AV1 50.20 1ZQE 52.40 1L5U 53.17 1OZJ 54.31 4J2D 55.54
1T2T 50.21 3LAP 52.41 1PZU 53.19 2Z6A 54.31 4OST 55.57
1ZQK 50.25 2XY7 52.44 3MLP 53.22 1XBR 54.39 1F5T 55.61
1A1J 50.30 1MA7 52.45 4OSQ 53.22 1U8B 54.42 3M9N 55.62
4KHQ 50.30 1B01 52.45 2IS4 53.26 1XNS 54.47 4GZ0 55.62
2PRT 50.33 2EVH 52.53 4J2B 53.27 8ICH 54.68 3JSP 55.66
3RMP 50.39 2FIO 52.58 1HCR 53.39 3JRD 54.76 4AAB 55.68
1XPX 50.50 2BPF 52.66 1MDY 53.42 3LAJ 54.81 2CRX 55.78
Continued on the next page
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2FJX 55.79 2H8R 57.11 4FJK 57.97 3JXD 58.96 1NJW 60.37
3ERE 55.82 1NK4 57.11 2ERG 58.02 9ICN 58.96 3C0W 60.38
1ZQG 55.91 3MKY 57.17 1GU5 58.06 2EFW 59.02 1ECR 60.40
4DSK 55.91 3JXC 57.20 4K1M 58.10 1H89 59.17 4HN6 60.45
1HF0 55.93 3JRH 57.23 3VEA 58.11 1K79 59.30 3CLC 60.50
1DDN 55.99 3CRX 57.23 1B3T 58.18 1OH8 59.35 3CQ8 60.54
3S8Q 56.00 3JRC 57.23 3EXL 58.19 3UXP 59.56 4QTJ 60.56
1GD2 56.16 2R1J 57.24 4F4X 58.26 8ICG 59.60 1P51 60.56
3CBB 56.26 2FMQ 57.37 1AM9 58.37 2H8C 59.62 4OSR 60.60
1IC8 56.29 3M9E 57.43 3L1P 58.49 2V6E 59.66 3T72 60.65
4IHT 56.33 1RYS 57.51 4AAG 58.49 1RPE 59.73 2GEQ 60.78
3SJJ 56.47 1H9D 57.56 1L3V 58.52 1A02 59.82 3QMD 60.79
4KLM 56.49 3QWS 57.59 2NNY 58.57 4A04 59.83 1KB4 60.85
1BDV 56.49 4J2A 57.69 4OSL 58.58 7ICH 59.87 3G6T 60.85
3QRF 56.83 4KLL 57.75 1JE8 58.62 4EEY 59.89 4FTH 60.86
9ICM 56.83 1HWT 57.77 1L3S 58.67 4FZZ 59.91 4HRI 60.90
3BRD 56.87 2EZV 57.80 3JXB 58.73 2B9S 59.96 4AIK 60.96
3D1N 56.88 4J2E 57.84 1BL0 58.74 2ER8 59.96 4FJ9 60.97
1MNM 56.91 3IKT 57.87 1JEY 58.74 4EGY 59.99 3UKG 61.02
4FJL 56.93 4OTO 57.88 3V6T 58.77 3G8U 59.99 3ZP5 61.06
1ZJN 56.93 3RN5 57.93 3JXY 58.91 3MVA 60.26 1PP8 61.22
Continued on the next page
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1NK7 61.30 1UA1 62.38 1TQE 63.44 2O8F 65.21 7ICS 66.30
3QMG 61.37 4JCX 62.39 1V14 63.52 1R8D 65.28 3K4X 66.31
3VD1 61.39 3UIQ 62.46 1NK0 63.71 4KIS 65.30 1MJM 66.33
4FJX 61.44 3G6P 62.51 1PAR 63.73 2HZV 65.30 4IZZ 66.36
3KMD 61.49 1WBB 62.56 3MVB 63.77 1Z63 65.35 3N7Q 66.56
2OG0 61.62 3DZU 62.65 4DSL 63.91 1R49 65.39 3QSV 66.61
2QHB 61.67 4JWN 62.75 3JRA 64.02 1VTN 65.39 2PFJ 66.70
2XE0 61.72 3RKQ 62.81 4FJ7 64.05 3Q05 65.45 2HAN 66.79
3GV7 61.74 1VAS 62.84 3JRE 64.07 1ZNS 65.53 2E42 66.92
4HF2 61.75 3QE9 62.90 1ZS4 64.10 3HQF 65.56 4KFC 66.94
3MKZ 61.77 1YSA 62.90 4E0G 64.14 7ICQ 65.62 1I3J 67.18
3Q8L 61.79 1NK6 62.95 3U4Q 64.30 1FOS 65.63 4IHW 67.24
2RBF 61.82 4OSI 62.98 1UA0 64.31 2XMA 65.63 3E6C 67.35
3VD0 61.83 3JRI 63.05 3EZ5 64.40 3G9P 65.76 2E43 67.41
2O8E 61.86 2VS7 63.08 4F4Z 64.44 3SJM 65.87 3P57 67.49
1JNM 61.95 1NK5 63.10 3SCX 64.47 3GV5 65.97 1OH7 67.63
4QTK 62.20 4DSJ 63.12 6PAX 64.55 1K6O 66.05 3KMP 67.64
1EGW 62.26 1WB9 63.24 3UGM 64.78 4AAD 66.06 2H27 67.65
2A66 62.28 4GCT 63.27 2QSH 64.79 4G83 66.08 2O8D 67.66
2DPD 62.36 3C2K 63.30 1P78 64.89 3QMB 66.09 1GU4 67.69
1GXP 62.37 1TTU 63.37 1ZQJ 64.98 1LLI 66.27 1DUX 67.70
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1MJ2 67.76 3L2Q 68.75 7ICF 70.33 2NTC 71.31 3PTA 72.91
2H1K 67.83 3ODH 68.83 8MHT 70.34 3TS8 71.40 4ASS 72.97
3IV5 68.01 3E00 68.89 3IH7 70.38 4GUO 71.42 3EXJ 73.02
9ICW 68.03 2P5L 69.13 1MDM 70.45 1EJ9 71.46 4IVZ 73.03
4F4W 68.08 9ICS 69.20 1CMA 70.51 2FO1 71.49 1MJO 73.06
2BDP 68.08 1NWQ 69.38 4H10 70.56 4BDP 71.52 3TAR 73.28
1L3U 68.14 1NJY 69.49 4IHY 70.63 3SPD 71.57 1JGG 73.39
3MFK 68.15 7MHT 69.52 1U47 70.65 2NRA 71.65 1PER 73.50
1JKR 68.22 2EX5 69.65 4DM0 70.76 2O93 71.75 2OST 73.57
2VLA 68.28 4HLY 69.73 3JRF 70.78 1OH6 71.84 3S3O 73.81
7ICM 68.29 3US2 69.81 1D0E 70.78 1ZX4 71.91 1R7M 73.82
2UZK 68.32 1HCQ 69.85 3QZ7 70.84 3L2R 71.92 3MXA 73.83
3G8X 68.33 4KLD 69.87 2AC0 70.88 2A3V 71.92 2QSG 73.92
9ICL 68.37 1K78 69.90 1N3E 70.90 2R5Y 72.06 1YF3 73.93
1NK8 68.38 1HUO 69.91 3KK3 70.92 1PUF 72.20 1LMB 73.96
7ICI 68.38 1SA3 70.00 1MUH 70.98 1S0N 72.37 4EFJ 74.05
2GB7 68.53 4GDF 70.02 4F6M 71.04 2WIW 72.48 3CWA 74.07
1OUP 68.62 1KB2 70.20 3POV 71.12 1TF6 72.61 3ECP 74.08
1KB6 68.64 1WBD 70.20 1YFJ 71.15 4BQA 72.66 4NDY 74.16
3OS0 68.66 1YO5 70.21 2XO6 71.19 3L2U 72.66 3ODE 74.23
1W7A 68.70 7ICV 70.23 2I3Q 71.25 3G99 72.74 3K0S 74.30
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1GM5 74.43 3WTV 75.34 1TSR 76.67 3DZY 77.60 3OYL 79.18
4IQR 74.54 3S3M 75.38 3OYC 76.68 1TUP 77.61 2R8K 79.20
1CF7 74.56 3UXW 75.45 1DH3 76.69 3L2W 77.73 1JKP 79.28
1IO4 74.56 2H7G 75.50 3OYN 76.72 1CA6 77.82 2IS2 79.29
3OOR 74.59 2BAM 75.78 3V79 76.78 3OYF 77.84 1LQ1 79.30
2E52 74.60 2I9T 75.93 1A36 76.78 1F4K 77.98 4HJE 79.35
4IHV 74.65 1YFI 76.00 1LE9 76.85 1NK9 78.00 3OYB 79.36
4KLQ 74.65 2IS6 76.03 2IS1 76.87 9ICR 78.04 1K7A 79.40
1HBX 74.68 3EYZ 76.06 4F4Y 76.87 3OYD 78.09 9ICQ 79.53
3MX9 74.72 3OYG 76.09 3C0X 76.89 2VBO 78.25 1BHM 79.58
1R4O 74.72 7ICT 76.19 3WGI 76.94 1LLM 78.33 3TAQ 79.68
3Q8M 74.79 4F50 76.21 4G3I 76.95 3ZQC 78.33 4B1P 79.72
3QZ8 74.83 2VBN 76.26 3QQY 77.03 3WTW 78.45 3OYE 79.74
4AAE 74.87 3OYK 76.27 2PI4 77.07 4AA6 78.51 2VBL 79.76
3OYA 74.93 7ICR 76.31 3OYI 77.12 3OYM 78.51 4B1O 79.84
2WTF 74.93 4K97 76.34 1AU7 77.15 4KLT 78.84 2I06 79.87
4E7H 74.98 3QMH 76.37 1MUS 77.40 1NFK 79.00 4ATK 79.91
4E7I 75.20 1JT0 76.47 2AHI 77.45 1BPZ 79.11 3HOS 79.97
2VBJ 75.20 3S3N 76.51 3OY9 77.47 3OYJ 79.14 1HJB 80.00
1U78 75.23 1HLZ 76.59 4K1G 77.50 4PXI 79.16 1GLU 80.04
2FQZ 75.33 7ICE 76.66 3WTX 77.52 1ZR4 79.17 1OH5 80.16
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1CIT 80.22 3OYH 82.21 3PT6 84.25 2I3P 86.24 4KLU 88.00
4HN5 80.33 4BAC 82.30 3OOL 84.36 3C2M 86.33 2O6G 88.11
4BE2 80.36 1RIO 82.37 3U44 84.40 2WWY 86.45 3WTY 88.11
1NG9 80.45 4R66 82.39 8ICE 84.78 1ZR2 86.59 1BP7 88.15
3WTS 80.47 4DQY 82.47 2F8X 84.81 2QNC 86.61 1LAT 88.29
3BRG 80.48 3C2L 82.93 3EBC 84.92 3LJA 86.77 1EWQ 88.44
9ICO 80.71 1R4I 82.93 3G9J 85.09 4F5P 86.79 1ESG 88.44
4BDY 80.71 1RTD 82.93 1SAX 85.10 2O6M 86.84 1U49 88.53
3FHZ 80.93 3OSF 82.99 2CAX 85.13 1TC3 86.88 2R5Z 88.66
9ICX 81.21 3JRB 83.04 4FCY 85.33 4JL3 86.95 1DFM 88.83
4BE1 81.24 1U3E 83.13 4GCK 85.33 3CRO 86.98 1C8C 88.86
1NKE 81.41 4FB3 83.16 1MJQ 85.43 3W2A 87.01 2OR1 89.38
4BE0 81.48 1YNW 83.26 4GCL 85.44 1EA4 87.01 3RI4 89.46
1L3L 81.51 4BDZ 83.38 1D2I 85.58 4KLS 87.01 4FGN 89.65
1QAJ 81.54 2I05 83.39 3A4K 85.62 3R7P 87.16 1N3F 89.70
4DS5 81.70 3COQ 83.50 1ZJM 85.70 3MGR 87.47 1NKC 89.71
3JRG 81.75 4FZY 83.63 3ISB 85.85 4AAF 87.51 1A73 89.80
1DSZ 81.79 3G97 83.68 2HAP 85.89 3WTT 87.56 1S0M 89.85
2VS8 81.88 1ZQQ 83.72 1ZLK 85.96 1BPX 87.72 3KOV 90.05
3Q06 81.96 1GJI 83.89 1GDT 85.97 1PYI 87.91 2XM3 90.14
1T9I 81.99 2HHX 83.93 2ADY 86.01 7ICL 87.92 3WTU 90.50
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1JJ4 90.52 2QOJ 93.21 3THW 95.35 1G9Y 99.86 3MIS 102.92
3TAP 90.60 2H7H 93.38 2W42 95.65 3IGM 100.16 4FLW 103.09
1RAM 90.71 4JCY 93.41 1ZBB 96.24 1P34 100.35 4FLX 103.23
7ICP 90.75 1YQK 93.43 9ICE 96.42 4FM2 100.37 3AV1 103.26
1MM8 90.98 3W3C 93.52 2BGW 96.74 2QBY 100.65 1FOK 103.27
1A74 91.04 7ICN 93.77 3L2V 96.84 2GM4 100.92 1H0M 103.28
1KX5 91.09 1WD0 93.78 4HC7 96.97 3T79 100.92 4HC9 103.28
3IGC 91.09 1CZ0 93.88 1IPP 97.12 3AZG 100.93 3EH8 103.54
3G6R 91.23 2AGO 93.93 3MGS 97.30 4FLV 101.07 3DFX 103.63
4I6Z 91.26 2CV5 94.27 7ICU 97.32 3W6V 101.15 3THZ 103.71
3RN2 91.40 4R63 94.31 4E7K 97.36 3TU4 101.24 1P3L 103.76
4HYK 91.45 2FJW 94.35 4R64 97.65 4FLU 101.24 4JBK 104.09
3QEB 91.46 1P8K 94.39 3A6N 98.05 1G9Z 101.36 4FLY 104.10
3UTB 91.78 2VE9 94.45 3OS2 98.20 3E54 101.44 4I2O 104.14
4G7H 91.80 2BNW 94.57 9ICT 98.52 4FLT 101.67 1H9T 104.49
1T2K 91.93 3QEA 94.63 4HCA 98.56 3REK 101.99 2HOI 104.84
2PYO 91.96 2WTU 94.78 3REJ 98.62 2O61 102.12 1P3O 104.84
3C28 92.10 2IHN 94.84 1HLV 98.63 3UTA 102.22 3AFA 104.97
1CYQ 92.87 1UBD 94.90 3SQI 98.94 3AZL 102.34 2RVE 105.02
2IVH 93.07 1T9J 95.07 2EWJ 98.97 1P7H 102.66 4J00 105.15
3VW4 93.12 3MVD 95.08 2C7A 98.98 2BPG 102.72 4DWI 105.24
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2OH2 105.47 1LE5 107.21 4J8U 111.29 3ODC 114.10 1NKB 118.45
1P3G 105.56 3FC3 107.49 1WVL 111.60 4K96 114.35 1A3Q 118.49
1RZ9 105.61 1P3K 107.58 3FBD 111.73 1W36 114.42 3WA9 118.54
3REL 105.73 3WAA 107.69 3AZK 111.83 2WJ0 114.65 3LEL 119.01
4FM0 105.84 1QP9 107.90 3N97 112.01 1IF1 114.87 4J8X 119.30
9ICU 106.09 3IAG 107.91 3VD6 112.09 3KXB 115.04 3THX 119.41
3MGP 106.16 3PJR 107.93 4J8W 112.21 1M18 115.14 1KX4 119.43
2PI0 106.19 4L0Z 107.93 4KGC 112.24 1F66 115.26 1P3M 119.59
3MGQ 106.21 3UT9 108.05 1IU3 112.28 2V1U 115.34 1P3B 120.03
1P3P 106.26 3AZJ 108.20 3TAN 112.29 4J8V 115.43 2R8J 120.63
2IBK 106.36 3QFQ 108.40 3DFV 112.34 1R0N 115.75 3KUY 120.80
2BNZ 106.53 1VRR 108.56 1KLN 112.62 4IX7 115.83 3W96 120.84
2QNF 106.63 4GLX 108.87 1S32 112.79 3REH 116.12 1D66 121.07
3AV2 106.63 4JJN 109.23 4E7J 112.87 1VKX 116.23 1LWT 121.24
1P3A 106.66 1RYR 109.27 3ZKC 113.31 1P3I 116.74 1XYI 121.33
3AZN 106.73 1MJP 109.29 1P3F 113.46 7ICJ 116.84 1AOI 121.50
4IKF 106.73 1EQZ 109.30 1CQT 113.55 2Y9Z 117.28 3W99 121.54
1IAW 106.88 3WKJ 109.54 1KX3 113.59 3UVF 117.72 3B6G 121.74
1M19 106.99 2D45 109.83 3VD2 113.77 4FLZ 117.78 3MIP 121.78
4FM1 107.02 2HOF 110.36 7ICO 113.95 3GOX 117.86 2GLI 122.42
3VEK 107.16 1SXP 110.49 2NZD 114.01 9ICP 118.30 3GYH 122.66
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3THY 122.66 3NM9 128.83 3AZE 135.87 1RV5 144.42 4I8T 156.78
4KB6 122.96 1ZLA 129.15 1M5X 136.61 3MQ6 144.71 1OUZ 157.10
1R0O 123.36 3MQY 129.40 3V21 137.25 1Z1G 145.33 2XRO 157.54
4IS1 123.39 1M1A 129.68 3RNU 137.28 1G3X 146.65 4G92 158.34
1Q0T 124.57 3KWQ 129.94 4ATI 137.36 3FD2 146.91 2AOQ 162.29
3M9M 124.78 3REI 130.01 1NJZ 137.39 1BY4 146.98 2P0J 165.31
3W98 124.83 3B6F 130.28 4L18 138.34 2IVK 148.11 4AWL 165.31
4HT4 124.88 1BSS 130.46 2FLD 139.48 3ORC 148.33 3LZ1 167.04
4ASO 125.12 3AYW 130.84 6CRO 139.69 1EOP 149.54 1IHF 167.76
3UK3 125.26 1CLQ 132.03 1FW6 140.40 3BDN 150.44 1OWF 169.10
1L3T 125.45 3LZ0 132.33 1HW2 140.57 1RXW 151.01 2OAA 170.22
2V2T 125.73 1U35 132.33 3GXQ 140.62 2IIF 151.21 3AZF 170.37
3DW9 125.88 3DO7 132.51 1K61 140.83 1GT0 151.24 3TMM 170.62
1EVW 125.98 4GZ1 132.65 2IIE 140.90 2B0D 151.49 3NBN 170.63
2P6R 126.16 3AZH 132.99 2HMI 141.31 3W97 153.11 3BM3 170.78
3C1B 126.52 2NQB 133.21 1NNE 141.37 3C1C 153.80 3O62 171.92
1AN4 127.05 2AYB 133.41 4J01 141.51 3AZM 154.21 1D3U 172.35
4D8J 127.26 3DVO 133.63 1LV5 142.71 1STX 154.37 1L2B 175.01
3KO2 127.79 1R4R 133.91 3K5N 142.78 1OWG 154.56 3N7B 175.49
4GZ2 127.80 2WIZ 134.24 4KUD 144.18 3FOF 154.86 1EYU 175.79
2NTZ 128.67 3GUT 134.57 2F8N 144.41 2FJ7 156.34 1FIU 176.60
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4I3H 176.80 1EOO 197.72 4FM9 232.76 1C9B 264.23 2FKC 301.63
1DC1 177.03 3FOE 201.40 1QRV 233.03 2GIG 268.07 1WTW 306.67
1AZ0 177.17 3RZG 201.83 2RGR 233.49 2GIH 269.11 1WTX 307.23
1SX5 177.44 1RVB 207.26 1B96 236.32 3LTN 269.18 1SUZ 307.79
2AYG 177.54 1A0A 208.94 1VOL 238.24 1NGM 272.39 3E45 308.18
2NOI 179.59 3S57 210.11 1RM1 241.63 3E43 272.67 1WTR 313.26
3F27 180.29 1TGH 210.30 3SWM 245.25 2FL3 273.29 3KSB 314.34
2NP2 180.36 1J5O 211.29 1PT3 246.69 1JFI 274.46 2F5P 314.82
1LWS 181.65 3DPG 211.59 1WTV 249.01 2FLC 277.11 4INM 317.25
1RVA 182.73 1B95 215.36 2F5N 249.30 3F22 280.90 1QNE 320.06
1ID3 182.81 3IMB 215.59 3E44 250.40 1RVC 281.45 1BNZ 320.20
3S5A 183.02 3AN2 216.41 1YTB 250.65 1TAU 281.88 1VTO 320.38
4RVE 184.52 1B97 216.64 2Q10 250.76 3E40 284.37 2PE5 323.90
2GE5 185.76 3GPX 218.57 2ODI 250.91 3RAD 284.85 4JUO 325.43
1YTF 187.87 2GII 219.01 3E42 252.18 1CDW 288.52 1VTL 329.52
1BGB 188.71 1B94 220.46 2HT0 254.80 1NVP 290.13 4EUW 329.98
1F0O 188.98 2ATA 221.39 2GIJ 256.89 1JWL 290.27 3GQ5 334.99
3N78 189.56 1EFA 221.67 1QN4 259.03 3E41 291.38 3LWH 335.46
3U2B 192.24 2F5O 224.13 3RAF 259.33 3K9F 295.79 3QX3 342.27
3PVI 192.88 3RAE 224.89 3G38 261.36 3KSA 296.94 1CA5 343.72
3AZI 195.92 1PVI 227.69 3SWP 261.40 3E3Y 297.51 3OQG 345.33
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1WTQ 352.91 2FKH 383.96 1QN8 473.24 4G0U 530.85 316D 642.08
1SX8 353.18 1AZP 384.63 1TW8 479.12 1QBJ 532.08 3IRR 648.56
1WTO 358.88 1KC6 393.60 2ACJ 483.80 3EYI 554.85 3IRQ 661.92
4HIV 359.79 1WD1 398.59 2GIE 485.94 1QNC 559.72 3UBT 728.74
1LBG 360.67 1QN7 407.47 1QN9 486.54 1QNB 560.51 2D55 732.10
1AZQ 368.00 1QN6 415.04 1XHV 495.96 1QNA 562.01 209D 788.85
3KXT 368.86 3VH0 442.08 2HEO 521.65 4G0W 590.71 4KA4 792.34
1D02 369.63 1QN5 452.68 3NDH 522.78 4G0V 600.73 2ADW 1416.07
4J3N 376.37 1XHU 462.59 1QN3 523.49 2XCT 620.84 3GO3 1577.16
3OR3 378.48 1TX3 466.64 1SFU 530.73 3F21 622.72 1XVR 1938.14
3LWI 383.46
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